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Forward
The Eighth International Conferences on Advances in Multimedia (MMEDIA 2016), held
between February 21-25, 2016 in Lisbon, Portugal, was an international forum for researchers,
students, and professionals where to present recent research results on advances in
multimedia, and in mobile and ubiquitous multimedia. MMEDIA 2016 brought together experts
from both academia and industry for the exchange of ideas and discussions on future
challenges in multimedia fundamentals, mobile and ubiquitous multimedia, multimedia
ontology, multimedia user-centered perception, multimedia services and applications, and
mobile multimedia.
The rapid growth of information on the Web, its ubiquity and pervasiveness, makes the
www the biggest repository. While the volume of information may be useful, it creates new
challenges for information retrieval, identification, understanding, selection, etc. Investigating
new forms of platforms, tools, principles offered by Semantic Web opens another door to
enable human programs, or agents, to understand what records are about, and allows
integration between domain-dependent and media dependent knowledge. Multimedia
information has always been part of the Semantic Web paradigm, but it requires substantial
effort to integrate both.
The new technological achievements in terms of speed and the quality expanded and
created a variety of multimedia services such as voice, email, short messages, Internet access,
m-commerce, mobile video conferencing, streaming video and audio.
Large and specialized databases together with these technological achievements have
brought true mobile multimedia experiences to mobile customers. Multimedia implies adoption
of new technologies and challenges to operators and infrastructure builders in terms of
ensuring fast and reliable services for improving the quality of web information retrieval.
Huge amounts of multimedia data are increasingly available. The knowledge of spatial
and/or temporal phenomena becomes critical for many applications, which requires techniques
for the processing, analysis, search, mining, and management of multimedia data.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Fundamentals in Multimedia
 Multimedia Applications
 Multimedia services and security
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of top quality contributions.
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conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the beauty of the city.
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Abstract—Applications based on Opinion Mining and Sentiment
Analysis are critical tools for information-gathering to find
out what people are thinking. It is one of the most active
research areas in Natural Language Processing, and a diversity of
strategies and approaches have been published. We evaluate two
strategies - Cognitive-based Polarity Identification and Crowd
Explicit Sentiment Analysis - and combine them with emoticons
and lexicon analysis in a four hybrid models cascade framework.
These four approaches were compared to evaluate a suitable
method to improve performance over different datasets. We
performed experimental tests using the SentiStrength database,
which is composed of five public datasets. Results show that
emoticons attribution can improve accuracy while combined with
Crowd Explicit Sentiment Analysis and Cognitive-based Polarity
Identification approaches. In addition, hybrid approaches achieve
better precision in case of neutral sentences. Datasets that
provide a more informal use of language are suitable for hybrid
approaches.
Keywords–Opinion Mining; Sentiment Analysis; Machine
Learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Opinion Mining (OM) and Sentiment Analysis (SA) are
fields of studies which analyze opinions, sentiments, and
mood, based on textual data. Currently, OM can be related to
Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML), which
match classification indicators of semantic weight. Although
emotions are conceptualized as subjective experiences which
are hard to evaluate, for SA they are susceptible to a kind of
computing effort accessible from text [1].
Some research fields have arisen due to the increasing use
of Web environments, such as forums, blogs, and online social
networks (OSNs). By providing ubiquitous information, these
environments have encouraged studies concerning people’s
sentiments, opinions, and mood [2]. Knowledge is obtained
from people’s written thoughts: in this way, a company can
improve its products and services by discovering people’s
wishes [3].
The OSN, typically, contains a huge volume of opinion
in textual format. Additionally, it is a valuable source of
information about people’s sentiment, but it is not easy for
humans to read it due to the large amount of data and the
diversity of multimedia characteristics (slangs, emoticons, lack
of grammatical accuracy, etc.). Thus, we studied several hybrid
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combinations such as in [4] associated with ML and lexiconbased approaches. While [4] evaluated only one dataset,
our experiments covered five datasets with distinct features:
user profile, written profile (varying frequency use of slang,
emoticons, writing correction). Furthermore, based on the ML
approach, it was possible to achieve accurate results and to
identify a high precision combination.
The present paper presents a comparative study of two
approaches to OM and SA in the recent literature. Both
approaches have been chosen because of their simplicity. The
first approach, Crowd Explicit Sentiment Analysis (CESA),
is lexicon-based, while Cognitive-based Polarity Identification
(CBPI) is a machine learning algorithm. The experiments
were performed on five different datasets of web social media
content available at the CyberEmotions Consortium [5].
In summary, this paper presents a comprehensive and indepth critical assessment of both approaches, aiming to highlight the limitations and advantages of each one for predicting
opinion polarity in many different datasets. To guide the
comparative study, we aim to answer the following questions:
a) Which approach is more accurate? b) How do emoticons aid
the classification? c) Is there an approach more suitable for a
single polarity? d) Does the dataset influence the selection of
the approach?
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief review of the literature on OM and SA. Then,
Section III describes the SentiStrengh Dataset. Next, Section
IV describes the experimental settings, followed by Section V,
which supplies a detailed descriptions of the approaches used
in this paper. The following Section VI describes the results,
and Section VII presents some conclusions and suggestions for
future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Prior to classifying opinions, extracting opinions is also a
concern of OM and SA. In [6], the authors report experiments
addressing feature-based opinion extraction and achieved good
results limited to 40 pre-defined examples. In [7], classic
Text Mining pre-processing techniques based on OM were
studied and it was concluded that this kind of technique should
be adapted in order to correctly clean the noisy text from
platforms such as Twitter.
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A more recent paper about Opinion Retrieval, a subarea of
OM, used YouTube, where the goal was to obtain the target
of an opinion as being either the video or the product [8].
SA is an important research area for audio and video.
Recently [9] showed the importance of several feature extraction methods in experiments with EmoDB Dataset [10],
which Suport Vector Machines (SVM) classification improved
11% in accuracy. In [11], J.G. Ellis et al. focus on predicting
the evoked emotion at particular times within a movie trailer.
The main idea is to learn a mid-level feature representation
for multimedia content that is grounded in machine detectable
concepts and then model human emotions based on this
representation.
Regarding SA, the literature can be divided into two main
approaches: Lexicon and Machine Learning. The first one
mainly relies on a sentiment lexicon, i.e., a set of known
and predefined terms or phrases that represent emotions, e.g.,
Opinion Finder available on [12].
On the other hand, Machine Learning approaches rely on
an initial set of pre-labeled documents, opinions, or terms, to
automatically extract features for further classification [13].
Within Lexicon-based SA, there are two more subdivisions
of approaches, according to [13], [14]: Dictionary and Corpusbased. The second usually concerns a more dynamic set of
words rather than fixed dictionaries to represent emotions. For
example, in [15], the goal was to retrieve a new and adapted
lexicon from a specific domain.
Also, in [16], it was reported that only one lexicon in a
reference language should be necessary to perform a multilanguage SA. In [17], the authors successfully analyzed the
behavior of sports fans during FIFA 2014 World Cup on
Twitter.
Dictionary-based approaches have also used a set of terms
to be updated according to context as shown in [18], [19], the
analysis of stock prices, or of the emergence of political topics,
all based on the news. One last example of a dictionary-based
solution is CESA, exposited in [20], where a dictionary was
shown to be useful in combination with other tools.
Unlike Lexicon-based approaches, Machine Learning applied to OM and SA mainly depends on its labeled corpus
to extract features in order to classify opinions. Examples are
shown in [21], [22], in which SVM was applied to monitor
not only the products, but also features that would describe or
classify opinions in multiple domains.
Another case of the use of Machine Learning is to classify
opinion polarity, based on sentence features [23]. Probabilistic
classifiers (e.g., Naive Bayes) in [2], [24] also performed well
at inferring the polarity of tweets, in a simple way. In this
paper, experiments as with [24], have been used as an ML
approach for comparison of lexicon-based approaches.
III. T HE S ENTI S TRENGTH DATASET
The SentiStrength [25] database consists of six datasets:
Digg, BBC forum, Runners World forum, YouTube, Twitter,
and MySpace. The dataset in its original form includes three
fields:
1)
2)
3)

positive strength
negative strength
message

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.

TABLE I. S ENTIMENT S TRENGTH X S ENTIMENT L ABEL
PS

NS

3

-1

1

-1

1

-2

SL
positive
neutral
negative

To make it possible to use datasets for sentiment classification,
we reassigned all messages in datasets with sentiment labels
(positive, negative, neutral) rather than sentiment strengths
(positive and negative strengths). In Table I, the negative
strength (NS) is a number between -1 and -5, and the positive
strength (PS) is a number between 1 and 5.
To obtain sentiment label (SL) we followed two rules:
neutral if the difference between the negative absolute value
and the positive value is 0, and positive if the ratio of positive
values to the negative values is bigger than 1.5; if not, it is
negative [26].
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
To perform this experiment, we used a reassigned dataset,
as described in Section III, called the sample. The sample was
composed of labeled messages (positives, neutrals, and negatives). Table II presents some sample characteristics: number of
negative and positive emoticons, number positive and negative
sentiment terms, and the number of messages for each dataset.
Figure 1 shows the algorithm of the experimental procedure.
We partitioned it into four tasks: Acquisition, Pre-processing,
Training and Classification.

Figure 1. Complete Experimental Process Diagram

For the Acquisition task, we used SentiStrength Database
where messages serve as input to the pre-processing task. The
MySpace Dataset was ignored because is a deprecated OSN.
The pre-processing task performs intensive processing
steps for each message and then sends it to the subsequent
task. The pre-processing task consists of the following steps:
1)
2)

ISBN: 978-1-61208-452-7

Message
I am so happy, #SherlockHolmes incredible soundtrack!
Glad to see others appreciated. Now if it wins, crossing
my fingers.
Grow on Twitter with Tweet Automator
http://bit.ly/dwxFHu
#4WordsOnObamasHand Don’t Say The N-Word

Stop words removal
Tags replacement (“@”, “#”)
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TABLE II. DATASETS SPECIFICATION
Dataset
YOUTUBE
TWITTER
RW1046
DIGG
BBC

3)
4)

Emoticons
NEG
POS
46
277
130
427
41
181
10
28
7
13

SWN Terms
NEG
POS
595
2012
556
1450
678
1758
471
742
753
1062

TABLE IV. P OSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POLARITY OF WORDS

Messages
3407
4127
1042
1042
1042

Stemming
Indexing by Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Term Frequency-Inverse Polarity Frequency (TF-IPF)

For the Training task, we focused on building a classifier
based on the input vector plus the answer vector to generalize
the knowledge and finally predict the messages. In the main
CESA and CBPI, we used a 10-fold cross-validation. With
regard to the Classification task, accuracy refers to the ability
of the classifier to predict the class label correctly for a new
set of data.
V. T HE C OMPARED A PPROACHES
This article includes different approaches of previous research. In these studies, the main issues are classification
accuracy, data sparsity with insufficient data or very few useful
labels in the training set, and a high percentage of sentences
incorrectly classified as neutral [4]. For this research, we chose
CESA due to the fact that it is simple to implement [20] and
highly accurate for negative and positive strengths.
The CBPI approach was chosen because it is a simple solution and has one of the best neutral classification results. The
challenge of hybrid approaches is to combine these techniques
with emoticon interpretation in order to improve the accuracy
of the results. Moreover, a hybrid approach can reduce the
dependency of ML [27] on SentiWordNet (SWN) [28] because
a prior polarity attribution diminishes the influence of the
training set on an ML solution, which is good for low-quality
datasets.
A. Emoticon Attribution
Emoticon attribution is used in a simple way. Attribution is
done based on a list of emoticons. It uses regular expressions,
based on Table III, to detect the presence of emoticons which
are then classified as positive or negative and reduces the
dependency on machine learning [27].
TABLE III. E MOTICONS P OLARITY
Emoticon
:-) :) :o) :] :3 :c) :N =] 8) =) :} :ˆ) : )
:-D :D 8-D 8D x-D xD X-D XD =-D =D=-3 =3 BˆD
>:[ :-( :( :-c :c :-<:<:-[ :[ :{
>:\>:/ :-/ :-. :/ :\=/ =\:L =L :S >.<

Polarity
positive
positive
negative
negative

B. SentiWordNet
SWN uses a list of positive and negative words, as shown
in Table IV, to check the sentiments for each term in the
message. After pre-processing, for each word, the sentiment
score is found and the final polarity is given by the sum of
each sentiment score.
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Sentiment Words
better good well great happy free best lucky safe
fine ready big strong special normal
bad guilty sick sad lost tired ill stupid weird horrible
wrong terrible hurt worse empty uncomfortable

Polarity
positive
negative

Let a document D be defined as a set of messages, as
follows:
D = {m1 , m2 , m3 , ..., mi }.
Let m defined as a set of words for each message, as
follows:
m = {w1 , w2 , w3 , ..., wj }.
Let PW be defined as a set of positive words and NW
defined as negative words as
P W ={set of positive words} and
N W ={set of negative words}.
For each word in a message the score is calculated by (1).
(
S(wj ) =

1
−1
0

(wj ∈ mi ) ∧ (mi ∈ D) ∧ (wj ∈ P W );
(wj ∈ mi ) ∧ (mi ∈ D) ∧ (wj ∈ N W );
(wj ∈ mi ) ∧ (mi ∈ D) ∧ (wj ∈
/ (N W ∪ P W )).
(1)

The final message polarity of a message obtained by SWN
is given (2).

P (mi ) =




 positive


 negative

j
P
k=1
j
P

S(wk ) > 0;
(2)
S(wk ) < 0.

k=1

C. Crowd Explicit Sentiment Analysis
The lexicon-based OM used in this research is CESA [20].
Based on Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), the main idea
consists in using a set of documents as a matrix to represent
the meaning of the concepts obtained from a corpus [29]. The
main improvement of CESA over ESA is grounded in forming
a vector of sentiments.
As with any other lexicon-based approach, CESA requires
a Lexicon v; in this paper, we use WeFeelFine [30]. The
first step of CESA consists in acquiring the dataset, followed
by pre-processing. These pre-processing techniques result in
a sentiment vector—to be manually labeled—along with the
initial corpus and the TF-IDF.
The matrix Mmn , the key part of the CESA, results
from a combination of the sentiment vector and the corpus.
m represents the size of the corpus and n the number of
sentiments obtained by the pre-processing phase. We perform
a modified version of the CESA: in our version, the part of
speech tagger was not employed, due to the results shown in
[7], which concluded that the classical part of speech tagger
should be adapted when applied to an informal corpus like an
OSN.
D. Cognitive-based Polarity Identification
The Machine Learning approach used in our experiments
is found in [24]. As specified in its own presentation, the
Cognitive-based Polarity Identification prioritizes simplicity
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and uses a Bayesian Classifier along with a TF-IPF for the
feature extraction. By this time, there should be three sets: a
set of positive posts, another of negative posts, and a set of
neutral posts.
From there, the procedure takes into consideration an
adapted TF-IDF which the authors call TF-IPF. The TF
measures how frequently a term t occurs in the ith polarity
document, while the Inverse Polarity Frequency measures
how important t is for that polarity class. Then, the polarity
score Si (t) (where i = 1, 2, 3) considering positive, negative,
and neutral is associated to the term t for the polarity i is
Sclassi (t) = T Fi (t) ∗ IP F (t).
As a consequence, the terms containing higher values
of Sclassi (t) are considered features. Following the same
threshold used in [24], we considered as document feature any
term with a Sclassi (t) greater than 0.5.
By applying Naive Bayes, the aim is to predict the class
ci from the probability that the document D, represented as
a set of m features fk where (k = 1, 2, 3, .., m) belongs
to that class p(ci |D), given by (3) where p(fk |ci ) is the
probability that the features belong jointly to the class ci (A is
a normalization factor). Lastly, the classifier predicts the class
i of the document D presenting the highest probability.

(a) Hybrid Classification Schema 1

m

Y
1
p(ci |f1 , f2 , .., fm ) = p(ci )
p(fk |ci )
A

(3)

k=1

E. Hybrid Schema 1
Hybrid Classification Schema 1, as shown in Figure 2(a),
is composed of four steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

(b) Hybrid Classification Schema 3

Emoticon Attribution
SWN
CESA
CBPI

Emoticon Attribution and SWN are baseline filters, and
the CESA and CBPI are machine learning methods. To define
Emoticon Attribution as the first step on baseline filters, we
considered the fact that the presence of an emoticon in a
microblog message represents a sentiment that extends to the
whole message [2]. For ML methods, we defined CESA as
the first step because it is good for negative and positive
classification while CBPI is one of the best methods for
neutral rating. To perform the classification, each message
is subjected to the four indicated steps in order. The step
Emoticon Attribution classifies a particular message as positive
or negative verifying the existence or not of emoticons. When
subjected message does not contain any emoticon, then the
message is processed by SWN which classifies it only as
positive or negative, as shown in V-B. Once all filtering steps
are performed and the message is not classified yet (as positive
or negative), then it is processed by CESA.
When a subjected message comes to CESA step it emphasizes positive messages, in other words, it is being verified if
the message is positive or not. If the message is not classified as
positive, then it is finally treated by CBPI, which will classify
it as positive, neutral, or negative. Hybrid 1 is done using the
three scores as given in (4).
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Figure 2. Hybrid classifications schemas

P (m) =









positive

(SE > 0) ∨ (SE = 0 ∧ SS > 0)∨
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD > 0)∨
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD ≤ 0 ∧ SM > 0);

negative

(4)
(SE < 0) ∨ (SE = 0 ∧ SS < 0)∨
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD ≤ 0 ∧ SM < 0);

neutral

(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD = 0 ∧ SM = 0).

where SE , SS , SD and SM are Emoticon Attribution,
SWN, CESA and CBPI respectively.
F. Hybrid Schema 2
Hybrid 2 performs the same baseline filters as Hybrid 1.
Hybrid 2 differs from Hybrid 1 in the CESA step, which
emphasizes negative messages. The next step, CBPI, performs
the same way as Hybrid 1 and the message is classified as
positive, neutral or negative. Hybrid 2 is done using the three
scores as given in (5).

P (m) =






positive

(SE > 0) ∨ (SE = 0 ∧ SS > 0)∨
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD ≥ 0 ∧ SM > 0);

negative





(SE < 0) ∨ (SE = 0 ∧ SS < 0)∨
(5)
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD < 0)∨
(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD ≥ 0 ∧ SM < 0);

neutral

(SE = 0 ∧ SS = 0 ∧ SD = 0 ∧ SM = 0).
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G. Hybrid Schema 3
Hybrid classification schema 3 does not perform baseline
filters, as shown in Figure 2(b).
All pre-processed messages are directly evaluated by CESA
emphasizing positive message and, in case the current message
is not positive, it is handed on to CBPI, which will classify
the message as positive, neutral, or negative. Hybrid 3 is done
using the three scores as given in (6).
(
P (m) =

positive
negative
neutral

(SD > 0) ∨ (SD ≤ 0 ∧ SM > 0);
(SD ≤ 0 ∧ SM < 0);
(6)
(SD ≤ 0 ∧ SM = 0).

H. Hybrid Schema 4
In a similar way to Hybrid 3, Hybrid 4 differs in
emphasizing negative messages. All messages not classified
at CESA as negative are treated by CBPI so as to be finally
classified as positive, neutral or negative. Hybrid 4 is done
using the three scores as given in (7).
(
positive
negative
neutral

P (m) =

(SD ≥ 0 ∧ SM > 0);
(SD < 0) ∨ (SD ≥ 0 ∧ SM < 0); (7)
(SD ≥ 0 ∧ SM = 0).

VI. A NALYSIS R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
To evaluate the proposed hybrid approaches, we used
confusion matrix, precision, accuracy and a ranking order
scale. The division of true positive against both true positive
and false positive defines precision, which is denoted as:
P recisionA =

T PA
T PA + F PBA + F PCA

where T PA represents the number of right predictions for
class A while F PBA are class B incorrectly classified as A,
and F PCA are class C incorrectly classified as A.
The accuracy is the proportion of true results (both true
positives and true negatives) among the total number of cases
examined which is denoted as:
Accuracy =

T pos + T neg + T neu
T pos + F pos + T neg + F neg + T neu + F neu

where Tpos, Tneg and Tneu are respectively true positives,
true negatives and true neutrals while Fpos, Fneg and Fneu are
false positive, false negative and false neutral respectively.
The rank is a comparative scale technique where 1 is
assigned to the best accuracy obtained from an approach
per dataset, and 6 is assigned to the worst accuracy. This
rank is an ordinal scale that describes accuracies performance
approaches, but does not revel distance between approaches.
We use a final ranking that is calculated by performance
average of each method over all datasets.
Our discussion of the results starts with the first question
presented in Section I: “a) Which approach is more accurate?”
Figure 3 presents a box plot of each approach along with their
respective accuracies. The box plots show that the approaches
Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 presented the highest average accuracy
(75.00% and 77.00% ) along with the highest values of quartile
1 (Q1) (65.50% and 65.75% accuracy).
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In another view, the CESA approach presented the highest
accuracy but in terms of stability it was not the best method
because CESA’s box has a similar size to Hybrid 4 box that is
clearly the most unstable. Although CESA presented a median
value close to Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2, it is very important
to highlight that not only medians and maximum values of
accuracies should be taken into consideration. If one of these
methods should be selected, Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 are the
most appropriate because of their stability presented in the
box plot.
Thus, when maintaining stability is a matter of greater
importance than obtaining the best accuracy in real scenario,
we recommend Hybrid 1 or Hybrid 2. This is our conclusion
regarding the first question once CESA presented either high
and low results in terms of accuracy.
TABLE V. ACCURACIES AND R ANKING ON THE DATASETS
Dataset

CESA

BBC
Digg
Runners
Twitter
Youtube

83.13%
84.15%
58.95%
53.19%
70.66%

Ranking

2.2

(1)
(1)
(3)
(3)
(3)

CBPI
50.39%
43.91%
40.76%
41.94%
42.12%
4.8

Hybrid 1
(5)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(5)

76.74%
74.63%
68.24%
58.26%
76.99%
2.2

(3)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(2)

Hybrid 2
77.34%
78.47%
69.71%
53.33%
77.78%
1.6

(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)

Hybrid 3
48.64%
41.59%
46.47%
35.07%
58.11%
5.0

(6)
(6)
(4)
(5)
(4)

Hybrid 4
67.67%
63.42%
32.65%
27.25%
41.30%

(4)
(4)
(6)
(6)
(6)

5.2

To answer the second question, “b) How do emoticons aid
the classification?”, we performed experiments concerning the
Hybrid approaches, and the results are shown in Figure 4(a).
Note that Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 both take into consideration
emoticons while Hybrid 3 and Hybrid 4 do not take advantage
of that aspect. It is possible to see that, apart from which
dataset the approach was performed on, considering emoticons
always yielded higher results, as we can see by the fact that the
bar plots show better results than the line plots for all datasets.
Figure 4(b) illustrates our results regarding the question:
“c) Is there an approach more suitable for a specific polarity?”
This question is especially addressed in a case of discovering
a specific polarity that is important and, therefore, making an
analysis of the precision concerning one specific class would
also be necessary.
In Figure 4(b), it is notable that the prediction of neutral
opinions is not a problem for either Hybrid 1 and Hybrid
2. However, if it is necessary to achieve higher results about
positive or negative, then Hybrid 1 must be selected to predict
neutral and negative opinions (78.62%) while Hybrid 2 must
be chosen to predict neutral or positive opinions (82.33%).
The last question in Section I: “d) Does the dataset influence the selection of an approach?” is illustrated by Table V.
Each row in the table corresponds to accuracy, in percentage,
and ranking of accuracies per dataset. The last row in the
table represents the average ranking per approach. The average
ranking shows that Hybrid 2 (1.6) is the best average method
for evaluated datasets followed by Hybrid 1 and CESA (2.2).
It is important to note that in datasets, such as BBC and Digg,
that provide a more structured text than the Twitter scenario,
the CESA approach performs with satisfactory results (e.g.,
83.13% and 84.15%, respectively and ranking 1).
On the other hand, Hybrid 1 and 2 approaches achieve
better results in datasets like Twitter (ranking 1 and 2 respectively) and YouTube (ranking 2 and 1 respectively) by
taking emoticons into consideration. For example, the row for
YouTube Dataset of Table V shows the accuracies on Hybrid
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stable method in that it achieves similar results in different
sets, as shown in Figure 3.

90

Accuracy (%)

80
70
60
50
40
30
CESA

CBPI

Hybrid 1

Hybrid 2

Hybrid 3

Hybrid 4

Approach

Figure 3. Box plot accuracies of each approach over all datasets

1 and Hybrid 2 achieved 76.99% and 77.78% (ranking 2 and
1 respectively) while the CESA approach achieved 70.66%
(ranking 3).
Hybrid 1

Hybrid 2

Hybrid 3

Hybrid 4

80

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We provided in this paper a comparative study using
reported datasets with distinct characteristics. Our results have
shown that the content of datasets with an informal use of
language is better classified by hybrid schemes reinforced with
emoticon attribution and SWN.
Still, as to the emoticon attribution and SWN aid for the
approaches Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2, we noted that the precision
is improved, reaching more than 95%, on single neutral
classification independently of the dataset, whereas positive
and negative single classification alternated good results (in
precision terms) respectively.
Hybrid approaches 1 and 2 resulted in more stable results in
terms of accuracy among different datasets, which constitutes
the relevant contribution of this paper. For future research, we
suggest focusing on the computational cost and specifically
on a deeper research into sarcasm, which we believe to be
intrinsically connected to OM as a great challenge.

Accuracy (%)

70
60

[1]

50

[2]

40

[3]

30
20

YouTube

Twitter

RW

Digg

BBC

Data set

[4]

(a) Hybrid approaches with the aid of emoticons
100

Positive

Neutral

[5]

Negative

95

[6]

Precision (%)

90
85
80
75

[7]

70
65
60
55
50

[8]
Hybrid 1

Hybrid 2

Approach

(b) Polarity Tendency on Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2
Figure 4. Overview of the hybrid approaches Accuracy and Precision

Hybrid 3 and Hybrid 4 presented lower accuracy results
than Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2. As discussed in Figure 4(a),
this results from the fact that they do not take advantage
of emoticon analysis. Therefore, datasets providing a more
informal use of language should indicate the selection of an
approach concerning informal features like emoticons is a
better choice.
The CBPI approach achieved lower results in terms of
accuracy in the datasets used in our experiments. This can be
justified by the fact that a better threshold from TF-IPF was not
found and the words used as features on Naive Bayes might
not have described the data properly. Still, CBPI is the most
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Abstract— In computer vision, image segmentation transforms
an input image into a more meaningful form which is easier to
analyze. It can be used in the applications such as medical
imaging, object detection, face recognition, etc. Generally,
image segmentation can be distinguished as supervised and
unsupervised categories. The result of supervised image
segmentation is greatly affected by a user. Therefore, we
propose an unsupervised method of image segmentation. We use
saliency detection to label some informative and significant
parts of the image, and then, we apply edge detection to label
some details of the image and use the labelled image for image
segmentation by Kim’s method. In this way, we can
automatically label the seeds to get the scribble and then
segment the image into the foreground and the background. The
simulation results show that our method is feasible for image
segmentation.

Recently, there are a lot of saliency detection method [4][7]. Moreover, we also apply Canny edge detection [8] to
detect the edge because the method is simple and efficient. By
saliency detection [7] and edge detection [8], we can
automatically label seeds for image segmentation. Finally, we
apply our scribble image with Kim’s method [3] to get the
final segmentation result. We will compare our method with
Kim’s method (supervised method) and the method of Donoser
et. al [10] which is also unsupervised and based on saliency.
The results show that our approach is good for image
segmentation. In the section 2, we will briefly discuss some
related works. In section 3, we will address our proposed
algorithm. In section 4, we will show some experiment results
and finally, we give our conclusion.

Keywords- segmentation;supervised segmentation;
unsupervised segmentation; saliency detecion; edge detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In computer vision, image segmentation is the process of
partitioning an image into several segments. The goal of
image segmentation is to transform the input image into a
more meaningful form which is easier to analyze. How to
detect the objects which humans can recognize in the image is
a big issue in image segmentation. Generally, image
segmentation can be distinguished as supervised and
unsupervised methods.
Supervised image segmentation [1]-[3] needs the user to
label some seeds as scribbles. However, the result is greatly
affected by the user. The result of segmentation image is
shown in Figure 1 while using different scribbles in the Kim’s
algorithm [3]. Besides, supervised image segmentation is hard
to evaluate the interactive time. Therefore, we propose an
unsupervised method of image segmentation, which can’t be
affected by users.
Because the supervised image segmentation methods have
some above-mentioned drawbacks. Thus, our motivation is to
improve the supervised method’s disadvantage and make our
result of the unsupervised method close to that of the
supervised method. Our goal is to transform the supervised
method to the unsupervised method. We use saliency
detection [7] and edge detection [8] to automatically label the
seeds to get the scribble, and then we apply Kim’s method to
segment the image into the foreground and the background.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. The result of segmentation image while using different scribbles in
the Kim’s algorithm. (a) (b) The different scribbles labeled by different users.
(c) The result of (a). (d) The result of (b)

II.

RELATED WORKS

Image segmentation can be categorized into many
categories: thresholding methods, clustering methods, regionbased methods, edge-based methods, etc. The thresholding
methods is the simplest method of image segmentation. The
input image is transformed into a gray-scale image, and then
segmented by a threshold value to get a binary image [11].
The main concept of clustering [12],[13] is to determine
which components of a data set naturally “belong together”.
The region-based methods are widely used as well [14], [15].
Because segmentation consists on partitioning an image into
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a set of connected regions, we can find homogeneous regions
according to a specific criterion (intensity value, texture). In
addition, segmentation can also be done by edge detection
techniques [8]. Donoser et al. [10] proposed another method
which is unsupervised and based on saliency. The method
automatically find salient regions first, and then focus on one
different salient part of the image each time; the method
finally, merge all obtained results into a composite
segmentation.
We will compare the result of our method with that of
Donoser et al. [10] because it is unsupervised and based on
saliency as well. Furthermore, we will also compare the result
of our method with the result of Kim’s method (supervised
method) [3]. According to the results, it shows that our result
is good and very close to the result of Kim’s method.
III.

corresponding borders are 𝑏 (𝑙) , 𝑏(𝑟), 𝑏 (𝑡) , 𝑏 (𝑏) , respectively.

PROPOSED METHOD

The main idea of our method is labeling the seeds
automatically and efficiently. To reduce the user’s influence,
we use our method to get the scribble of the image. The
scribble provides the seeds to the method of nonparametric
higher-order learning for segmentation [3].
First, given an input image, we detect the saliency of the
image by Yang’s method [7]. After saliency detection, we can
automatically label the seeds. It contains three steps:
1.
2.
3.

Then, we label the FG/BG and remain some undetermined
parts. For each pixel 𝑥i , and its saliency value S(𝑥i ), if S(𝑥i )
is larger than 𝐹𝑇 or is equal to 𝐹𝑇 , label it as the foreground
pixels (red). If S(𝑥i ) is smaller than 𝐵𝑇 or is equal to 𝐵𝑇 , label
it as the background pixels (green). If S(𝑥i ) is larger than
𝐵𝑇 but smaller than 𝐹𝑇 , do nothing (undetermined). Thus, we
can get 3 parts, the foreground, the background and the
undetermined.
In addition to find proper the foreground/background
thresholds, we also examine four sides of the image. By step
1, we’ve already known where the foreground is
approximately located. We want to check the left, right, top,
bottom regions, shown in Figure 2 and then label some
background seeds.
We locate 4 regions 𝑟𝑠(𝑙) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑟), 𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑏) and their

The foreground seeds and the background seeds by the
foreground and the background threshold finding.
Locate the background seeds with four side examination.
Combine the seeds from step 1 and step 2 with the seeds
generated by edge and saliency detection.

By these three steps, we can automatically and efficiently
label the seeds to get a scribble image.
In the step of FG/BG threshold finding, we calculate the
number of each saliency value and get the histogram of pixel’s
saliency value. We find that the background region is at least
occupy 1/b area of an image, where b is a parameter (i.e., the
lowest 𝑛𝑙 saliency pixels of an image). Thus, we can get a
proper background threshold (𝐵𝑇 ) as
𝑁

𝑇
∑𝐵𝑠𝑣=0
Num(𝑠𝑣) ≥ n𝑙 = ,

(1)

𝑏

where N is total number of pixels in the image, sv is saliency
value (sv = 0,1,2, …, 255), Num(sv)：the number of pixels
whose saliency value is sv.
Similarly, we find that the foreground region is at least
occupy 1/f area of an image, where f is a parameter (i.e., the
highest 𝑛ℎ saliency pixels of an image). Thus, we can get a
proper foreground threshold (𝐹𝑇 ) as

We use a size parameter s to define four regions
𝑟𝑠(𝑟) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑙), 𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑏) as following.
𝑟𝑠(𝑙) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤

𝑤
, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ}
𝑠

𝑤(𝑠 − 1)
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ}
𝑠
ℎ
𝑟𝑠(𝑡) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ }
𝑠
ℎ(𝑠 − 1)
𝑟𝑠(𝑏) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤,
≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ}
𝑠
We define their corresponding borders b (l) , b(r), b (t) , b (b) as
following:
𝑏(𝑙) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 = 𝑥, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ} ,
(3)
𝑏(𝑟) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑥 = 𝑤, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ},
(4)
𝑏(𝑡) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤, 1 = 𝑦},
(5)
𝑏(𝑏) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤, 𝑦 = ℎ}.
(6)
𝑟𝑠(𝑟) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|

The definition of 4 regions and their corresponding borders
is shown in Figure 2. The left region and left border are
shown and other regions can be shown similarly. Then, we
examine four sides, respectively. We take left 1/s region
𝑟𝑠(𝑙) as an example. If there are foreground seeds in 𝑟𝑠(𝑙) ,
retain the original edge. If there are no foreground seeds in
𝑟𝑠(𝑙) , label the background seeds to the left boundary 𝑏(𝑙) ,
which is that region corresponding edge. Similarly, we
examine the other three regions 𝑟𝑠(𝑟) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , 𝑟𝑠(𝑏) .

𝑁

𝑇
∑𝐹𝑠𝑣=0
Num(255 − 𝑠𝑣) ≥ nℎ = , (2)

𝑓

where N is total number of pixels in the image, sv is
saliency value (sv = 0,1,2, …, 255), Num(sv)：the number of
pixels whose saliency value is sv.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an unsupervised method based
on saliency detection and edge detection to automatically and
efficiently label the seeds. It is convenient because it can
segment the foreground and background automatically and it
doesn’t need user interaction, which is quite important to
segment a large data base of images.
Figure 2.The definition of 4 regions and their corresponding borders.

After four sides examination, the extracted foreground still
has some details which need to be improved. Thus, we apply
Canny edge detection [8] to improve the segmentation. We
find that the pixel in the edge image always belongs to the
background in the saliency image. The green area is the
background and the red area is the foreground. We use
(𝐹𝑇 −𝐵𝑇 )/t to determine whether label the edge or not, where
t is a parameter. The decision rule is as following：
For each pixel 𝑥𝑖 in the edge image by Canny edge
detection and its neighboring pixel𝑥𝑖′ . S(𝑥𝑖 ) is the saliency
value of pixel 𝑥𝑖 , and S(𝑥𝑖′ ) is the saliency value of pixel 𝑥𝑖′ .
if S(𝑥𝑖 ′ )−S(𝑥𝑖 ) is larger than (𝐹𝑇 −𝐵𝑇 )/t or S(𝑥𝑖 ′ )−S(𝑥𝑖 )
is equal to (𝐹𝑇 −𝐵𝑇 )/t, 𝑥𝑖′ is labelled 𝑎𝑠 the foreground seed
and xi is la𝑏𝑒𝑙led 𝑎𝑠 the background seed; otherwise, do
nothing.
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FG/BG threshold finding

b=3
(b)

f=100
Four sides examination

s=8

Combine edge/saliency detection

σ (Standard Deviation) ：3
double threshold：0.1 and 0.2

(a)

(c)

t=3
(d)

Table 1. The parameters in our proposed method.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(e)
(f)
Figure 4. Segmentation result of the image. (a) Input image. (b) Result of
saliency detection. (c) Result of edge detection. (d) Our scribble. (e) the result
of Donoser et al. [10] (f) Our result.

(f)

(d)

(g)
(e)
Figure 3. Segmentation result of the image. (a) Input image. (b) Result of
saliency detection. (c) Result of edge detection. (d) Our scribble. (e) Our
result. (f) Kim’s scribble. (g) Kim’s result.
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Abstract—Segmentation methods need a satisfactory input image
with a good contrast between Region of Interest and background
to provide a high accuracy result. Thus, the application of
contrast enhancement before the segmentation is a usual practice.
This paper presents a supervised approach to determine if an
input image is satisfactory for a specific segmentation approach
by using Feature Extraction, Feature Selection and Machine
Learning. Experimental results showed the proposed approach
ability to indicate the need of contrast enhancement in different
segmentation problems with 94 percent accuracy.
Keywords–Contrast; Image Segmentation; Machine Learning.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is one of the most difficult tasks
in image processing [1] [2] [3]. In order to provide high
accuracy results, segmentation methods need a satisfactory
input image with good contrast between Region of Interest
(ROI) and background. Due to this fact, application of contrast
enhancement before segmentation is an usual practice as shown
in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].
Some contrast enhancement algorithms, such as CLAHE
[9], rely on input parameters to be performed. This aspect of
contrast enhancement implies that an individual configuration
for each image is necessary. A standard configuration for the
whole image dataset is impractical in a real application.
Undesirable results, such as noise formation, are obtained
in cases where contrast enhancement is used with wrong
parameters or in an originally good contrast image, especially
when using a simple and general contrast enhancement algorithm like Histogram Equalization (HE). Furthermore, execution time may decrease considerably by removing a useless
contrast enhancement step.
The features of an image provide useful information for
automatic classification. In this paper, we explore several
features, like histogram-based [10], gray-level co-occurrence
matrix [11] [12] and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [13] [14],
which can retrieve contrast and texture information from an
image. Our proposal is a supervised approach with image
features as input to classify between insufficient and sufficient
images contrast, making it possible to decide if a contrast
enhancement is necessary before the segmentation step, regardless the problem. The appropriate contrast enhancement
step for images with insufficient contrast was not addressed in
this paper.
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Works related to our proposal are presented in Section
II, while a detailed description of our proposed approach is
presented in Section III. In Section IV, materials, methods
and experiments used to validate our proposed approach are
described and in Section V, we show results and discussion of
this work. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A good contrast between ROI and background in an input
image is essential to provide high accuracy segmentation
results. Due to this fact, application of contrast enhancement
before segmentation is a usual practice.
In [15], an enhancement approach is presented to address
the limitations of medical thermal images such as low contrast,
low signal-to-noise ratio, and absence of clear edges. Despite
these limitations which usually make the segmentation process
difficult, the proposed approach using image enhancement
were able to segment the images with an average accuracy
of 98%. Similarly, [16] shows that pre-processing can have
positive impacts on mammographic segmentation since it improves the contrast of tissue structures in uncompressed breast
peripheral areas. Those recent works, and others like [6] and
[8], indicate that contrast enhancement before segmentation
can be useful to improve segmentation accuracy in gray-scale
images.
The CLAHE contrast enhancement algorithm, which relies
on input parameters to be performed, is used to improve
segmentation as well. In [4], CLAHE was used to successfully
improve the accuracy of a fruit segmentation approach. Even
if color images were acquired, CLAHE was applied to the
Intensity channel (gray-scale) and the enhanced image was
segmented by the Hough algorithm. Fixed parameters were
used for CLAHE in this approach.
CLAHE was used again in [5], with the goal of improving
the segmentation in an intelligent iris recognition system for
eye images. Regarding the two main CLAHE parameters, the
clip limit parameter was dynamically chosen by the technique
proposed in [17], while the sub-region size was fixed to 8x8.
The use of fixed parameters to improve a set of images
is not the better solution, since some images may need
more enhancement than others. It is possible as well that
some images do not require any enhancement (which can
be a problem even to contrast enhancement algorithms that
do not need parameters). In a real world dataset, in which
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thousands of images will be segmented, enhancing images that
do not require any enhancement may represent a huge waste
of time depending on the algorithm used. An unnecessary
enhancement can also create noise and decrease segmentation
accuracy. Thus, it is important to know which images must be
enhanced before segmentation.
Some applications use the information contained in multiple channels of an image to perform segmentation. This
information is usually related to color. Segmentation and
enhancement of color images are not handled in the actual
stage of our work, but the idea of enhancing images to improve
its segmentation can be applied to color images as well. It can
be seen in [7] and [18].
Since features can provide useful information of an image,
they may be used for automatic classification. Our proposed
approach uses a supervised classifier based on Machine Learning to classify images considering its features.
Machine Learning for Image Classification is widely used
in Medical applications [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. In [24], a
survey about Medical image analysis with artificial neural
networks is presented. It shows that, besides segmentation,
Machine Learning can be useful to classify images and ROI’s,
providing computer-aided detection and diagnosis.
Machine Learning is also used for aerial and satellite
image classification [25] [26] [27], image classification in
agriculture applications [28], in astronomical applications [29],
image classification in palynology [30] and many other image
applications.
Still, contrast enhancement before segmentation can improve accuracy. It may be useful to know which images
must be enhanced before segmentation. By extracting the
right features, it is possible to classify images using machine
learning, which motivates our proposal: a supervised approach
to indicate the need of contrast enhancement in applications
of image segmentation.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
Inadequate usage of contrast enhancement leads to wrong
segmentation and misunderstandings concerning final results,
since some features like objects intensity, objects size, area of
image occupied by objects and number of different objects are
relevant while applying an automatic segmentation approach.
We propose, as shown in Figure 1, an approach to build a
model capable of identifying images with insufficient contrast
for a specific segmentation task. The built model is created
based on feature vectors extracted from a small set of image
examples, Image Subset, and it is improved using feature
subset selection, considering a supervised labeling process.
A specialist labels each image of the Image Subset as
insufficient or sufficient, and this, combined with the extracted
features, provide a training set. After performing a feature
subset selection, the training set can be used as input to
the Classifier Training step, as shown in Figure 1. Labels
are applied by visual evaluation from original image and
segmentation result. The Training Set is composed of a subset
of features that optimally represent the focused segmentation
related to the contrast enhancement applied.
In the last step, Supervised Classifier Training, the model
for image classification between insufficient or sufficient contrast is created.
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Figure 1. Proposed Approach

A. Image Features
A histogram is a statistical tool that can be used in contrast
quality assurance and can represent the mean luminosity of
an image. Considering this, we use different metrics from the
histogram associated with Texture (Gray-tone spatial dependencies and Spectral Analysis) with the purpose of covering
distinct image applications.
Texture is an important characteristic used to identify
objects or regions of interest in images. Texture features based
on gray-tone spatial dependencies are easily computable and
have a general applicability for a wide variety of imageclassification applications [11]. Gray-level co-occurrence matrices indicate how often a pixel with gray-tone value i occurs
horizontally adjacent to a pixel with value j [12]. On the other
hand, texture features based on Spectral Analysis can detect
global periodicity on images by finding narrow peaks of high
energy in frequency (spectrum) domain and Fourier transform
is a common spectral method [13] [14].
We selected several features based on Histogram, Graytone spatial dependencies and Image Fourier Domain (shown
in Table I). In Figure 2, it is possible to see features P12, P13,
P14, P15, P16 and P17 in comparison to a standard histogram,
where the x-axis represents gray tones going from 0 to 255 and
the y-axis represents the frequency of each tone in an image.
B. Correlation-based Feature Subset Selection
A central problem in machine learning is identifying a
representative set of features that best represents a model,
increasing precision and reducing dimension. In this paper, we
addressed this problem through a correlation based approach,
where the main hypothesis is that good feature sets contain
features that are highly correlated with the insufficient or
sufficient label, yet uncorrelated with each other [31].
Concretely, a correlation-based approach is an algorithm
which evaluates a great number of features subsets in order to
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by using a best first search in a feature space [31].

TABLE I. IMAGE FEATURES: HISTOGRAM, TEXTURE AND
SPECTRAL

C. Classification
In order to have a suitable approach, which can be used
for different segmentation problems and contrast enhancers, a
supervised classifier based on Machine Learning is required.
This way, it is possible to inform classifiers about what feature
can improve ROI segmentation and when the contrast between
the ROI and the background is good enough to a specific
segmentation process.
Another important characteristic of several Machine Learning approaches, as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), is online
learning [32]. The online learning capacity means that nonstationary processes, which this might well be, can be modelled
dynamically based on new image samples. Furthermore, the
generalization and scaling feature leads to a model based
on fewer samples [33]. In this paper, ANN were chosen as
Machine Learning classifiers, since they are widely used in
classification problems [24] [34] [35] [36] [37].

Description
Entropy of original grayscale image
Entropy of gray-level co-occurrence matrix
Inertia of gray-level co-occurrence matrix
Energy of gray-level co-occurrence matrix
Correlation of gray-level co-occurrence matrix
Homogeneity of gray-level co-occurrence matrix
Entropy of FFT
Energy of FFT
Inertia of FFT
Homogeneity of FFT
Image resolution
Amount of non-zeros index
Amount of non-zeros groups
Largest length group
Smallest length group
Peak of Largest length group
Peak of Smallest length group
Amplitude of mean
Amplitude of median
Histogram Variance
Histogram Standard Deviation

Histogram

ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21

0

50

100

150

200

250

P12

16
3

0

7

50

100

150

200

250

P13

3
1

0

2

50

100

150

200

250

P14

9

50

100

150

200

250

0

50

100

150

200

250

0

50

100

150

200

250

0

50

100

150

200

250

P15

0

P17

P16

3

Figure 2. Histogram Based Features

obtain a better set of features than the current one. In order
to do so, a correlation-based algorithm is initialized with an
empty set of features. Then, with each round, a new feature
is added to the set and measures like entropy, relief or merit
are used to evaluate how suitable that subset of features has
become. The most usual way to add features to the subset is
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
Two datasets were used in experiments. The first one
(Dataset I) was composed of medical images, where the ROI
was regarding a wound region. The second dataset (Dataset II)
was composed of pork image samples where the ROI was the
intramuscular fat (marbling).
Note that the datasets represent different real world problems, specifically regarding ROI, where size, color and contrast
with the background is really different between both datasets.
Three experiments were conducted in order to validate our
proposed approach.The first experiment was performed using
the medical dataset, the second was performed using the pork
dataset and the third experiment was performed by combining
both datasets in order to verify the robustness of the model to
handle two different image scenarios.
The medical images dataset was composed of 100 color
images. All files were in Portable Network Graphics format
(PNG) and an example image can be seen in Figure 3a.
The complete information about the image acquisition for the
medical images dataset can be found in [38].
The pork images dataset was composed of 300 grayscale images containing meat samples (the background was
already removed). All files were PNG, as well and an example
image can be seen in Figure 4a. The pork images dataset
was acquired using a digital single-lens reflex camera and a
tripod that supported the device at 37cm above the sample.
The camera was configured with automatic settings and had
a 16.2 megapixels image sensor and high quality lens, which
was optimally engineered to gather more light.
All images were segmented by thresholding, where threshold value was found by max entropy algorithm [39]. The
medical images dataset was segmented in the same way as
the pork images dataset, but, in order to obtain a better
visualization in the labeling process, the original image colors
were applied instead of saturation values used in segmentation.
Figure 3 shows the segmentation of images from the
medical dataset. Figures 3a and 3b represent samples labeled as
’sufficient contrast’ while Figures 3c and 3d represent samples
labeled as ’insufficient contrast’.
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(a) Original - Sufficient

(b) Segmented - Sufficient

(c) Original - Insufficient

(d) Segmented - Insufficient

Figure 3. Medical dataset - Segmentation and labeling

Figure 4 shows the segmentation of images from the
pork dataset. Figures 4a and 4b represent samples labeled as
’sufficient contrast’ while Figures 4c and 4d represent samples
labeled as ’insufficient contrast’.

(a) Original - Sufficient

(b) Segmented - Sufficient

(c) Original - Insufficient

(d) Segmented - Insufficient

Figure 4. Pork dataset - Segmentation and labeling

As it can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the labeling
is simple and easy for such images, so only one specialist
performed the labeling process. Every image that generated
any kind of doubt in the evaluation by the specialist was
removed from the dataset.
Before the labeling process, random samples were removed
to balance both datasets. Thus, we obtained Dataset I Balanced
(Dataset I BA) and Dataset I Imbalanced (Dataset I IM),
as well, Dataset II Balanced (Dataset II BA) and Dataset II
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Imbalanced (Dataset II IM). An extra dataset was created by
combining both balanced datasets (Dataset I BA and II BA).
In our experiment, the max entropy algorithm was used to
find a threshold value for image segmentation. It is a simple
and fast method, being one of the best solutions to segment
meat marbling [39] [40], which is one of our datasets.
In order to evaluate the generalization power of ANN, we
experimented with two different networks: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) [19] [41] [42]
[43] [44]. We evaluated approximately 22 different MLP and
RBF architectures.
Regarding computational complexity, the MLP is O(n2) to
train and O(n) to execute while the RBF is O(n) to both train
and execute [19] [45]. Fortunately, the specialist only needs to
label a small subset of images in order to build the training
set, which makes the model viable to be used in real-world
computer vision problems with huge datasets.
Towards MLPs, the following settings values were used:
learning rate 0.3, momentum 0.2, number of epochs 2500. For
MLP, we experimented with different numbers of perceptrons
on the hidden layers, ranging from 1 to 22. Settings values
towards RBF, on the other hand, were: number of basis
functions ranging from 1 to 22, number of iterations on logistic
regression until convergence and seeds on k-means as defaults.
The results are mostly discussed in terms of accuracy.
However, in special cases, detailed results can be shown in
confusion matrices. As it is known in many cases where supervised learning is performed, a confusion matrix is represented
by a simple two dimensional matrix. Rows represent the actual
classes of each instance, in our case contrast sample labeled.
Columns represent the predicted classes, for us: contrast sufficient or insufficient based on the supervised model. This way,
ideal results correspond to large numbers on the main diagonal
and smaller numbers, hopefully zero, for entries off the main
diagonal.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
An overview of the results is shown in Table II. The results
of the most accurate architectures are shown for each classifier
in each dataset. The results regarding feature selection are also
presented.
We first discuss feature selection relevance. As it is possible to note, feature selection matters not only to increase
performance by dimensional reduction, but also to help with
accuracy. This importance is shown in Table II, where column
AF Acc (All Features Accuracy) always presented lower
results than column SF Acc (Selected Features Accuracy).
In general, as shown in the lower part of Table II, feature
selection added an average 6.04% accuracy. There is only one
case where using feature selection did not improve classifier
accuracy, which is RBF in Dataset II IM. Details considering
this special case are properly discussed in Section V-B.
Considering classifiers, it is also possible to realize that the
best results from MLP were always higher than the best results
from RBF. Details concerning accuracies are shown in Figure
5 and discussed in Section V-B.
A. Feature Selection
Towards selected features, Table III shows results considering all datasets. As it can be seen in the second column
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TABLE II. ACCURACIES OF CLASSIFIERS WITH ALL AND SUBSET
FEATURES

I IM
I BA
I & II BA
II IM
II BA

ANN
MLP
RBF
MLP
RBF
MLP
RBF
MLP
RBF
MLP
RBF

AF Acc
87.21%
81.11%
86.13%
67.32%
87.06%
72.13%
83.66%
83.33%
88.00%
70.00%

SF Acc
88.72%
82.20%
91.08%
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Figure 5. Boxplot of MLP and RBF accuracies

(quantity of features selected), dimensionality reduction was
significant. In the particular case of Dataset II IM, it was
possible to reduce the number of features from 22 to just
4. In another case, as seen for Dataset I BA, dimensionality
reduction was less expressive, but still, reduced from 22 to just
9 features.
In summary, the features selected for each dataset varied.
No feature was present in all cases after feature selection. The
most used feature was P12 but this feature was not present in
Dataset II BA feature selection.

TABLE IV. CONFUSION MATRIX OF DATASET II IM PERFORMED
BY RBF

Actual

Sufficient
Insufficient
Total

Quantity
7
9
5
4
6

Features Subset
P12, P14, P17, P3, P4, P8 and P7
P1, P12, P14, P17, P2, P3, P4, P6 and P8
P1, P12, P13, P2 and P3
P12, P13, P17 and P2
P11, P16, P17, P18, P21 and P9

B. Classifiers
Regarding classifiers, Figure 5 shows box-plots for both
MLP and RBF on each dataset when using feature selection.
MLP, plotted as blue box-plots, shows much greater accuracy
than RBF in all five datasets. Although MLP presented lower
outliers in some cases, they were still better than the RBF
results. This fact is notable on Dataset I IM and Dataset I & II
BA where the lowest results from MLP are still higher than the
median results from RBF. Another outstanding result achieved
by MLP on experiments is the difference from third quartile
and the first quartile in all datasets. In practice, this is shown
on the smaller box size from MLP plots which results in a
very stable classifier on experiments.
Considering balanced and imbalanced instances, it is also
possible to realize that MLP achieved higher results when the
dataset is balanced, as seen from Dataset I BA to Dataset
I IM and from Dataset II BA to Dataset II IM. However,
this is not the case for RBF. Actually, on Dataset I IM, RBF
achieved better results than in Dataset I BA, where instances
are balanced.
A third situation is shown by results on Dataset I & II BA,
a situation where both scenarios are tested at once. This time,
MLP also performed better than RBF regarding stability and
higher accuracy results. Considering stability, MLP presented
only one outlier, while RBF presented several. Considering
higher accuracy results, the entire box from MLP is plotted
above the best results from RBF.
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Total
250
50
300

TABLE V. CONFUSION MATRIX OF DATASET II BA PERFORMED BY
MLP

TABLE III. SUB-SELECTED FEATURES IN EACH EXPERIMENT
DataSet
I IM
I BA
I & II BA
II IM
II BA

Predicted
Sufficient
Insufficient
250
0
50
0
300
0

Actual

Sufficient
Insufficient
Total

Predicted
Sufficient
Insufficient
46
4
2
48
48
52

Total
50
50
100

A special case is shown in the case of Dataset II IM,
where RBF seemed stable by presenting a very small box.
However, it is not a true sign of success. As shown in Table IV,
the results imply that, actually, the classifier presented a very
high rate of error. Therefore, in different datasets and different
ways of evaluation, MLP presented more desirable results
than RBF. In order to show that results in other cases were
satisfactory in terms of generalization, we show the prediction
results to another classifier on Dataset II BA. Table V shows
predictions with settings which achieved 94% accuracy to
classify instances.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a supervised approach able to indicate the need of contrast enhancement in images, specifically
before segmentation process. Experimental results showed
high accuracy when dealing with two different datasets, especially when using feature selection and MLP classifier. As
well, it exposed some features that best represent contrast in
digital images.
The proposed approach can be used in computer vision systems that can afford a segmentation step, avoiding undesirable
noise and wasted time by an incorrect or useless application
of a contrast enhancement method.
Addressing feature discussions, dimensional reduction was
an important issue on our approach in terms of performance.
As discussed in Section V-A, in a particular case, feature
selection enabled reduction from 22 to only 4 features.
ANN accuracy was also discussed and experiments showed
that, mostly, MLP performed better than RBF in terms of maxi-
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mum accuracy, outliers values and stability. Details concerning
such issue were presented in Section V-B. Still, RBF presented
a very peculiar case in which no generalization was performed
correctly, as seen in Table IV.
In summary, supervised learning approach for indication of
contrast enhancement in image segmentation was successfully
achieved. Different datasets were tested and 94% accuracy was
achieved in a case where different datasets were tested at the
same time. The proposed approach performed well not only
when the dataset consisted of a single scenario, but also when
the dataset consisted of different image scenarios.
As future work, we will employ contrast enhancement
approach in order to observe the behavior of the classifier
and analyze if the model will be able to handle the adjusted
contrast. We also intend to use color information as features
besides segmenting the images with more complex algorithms,
e. g. watershed and decision trees.
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Abstract—In this paper, a Real-Time Smart and Quick
Unexpected-Event Detect (RT-SQUED) method is proposed to
detect and localize unexpected events, such as traffic accidents,
in real-time, assuming crowd sourcing with smartphone devices.
The authors previously proposed the SQUED, a crowd-sourced
system for detection and localization of unexpected events from
smartphone-sensor data. When SQUED users find an event, they
point their smartphones toward a direction of the event. SQUED
can detect the location and the time of the event using the
smartphone-sensor data. However, the SQUED method is difficult
to scale because of its computational cost problem. Therefore, it
becomes difficult to detect events in real-time. Our new method,
called RT-SQUED, solves this problem using concurrent twophase processing. RT-SQUED is composed of rough and concrete
processing phases. In this paper, effectiveness of RT-SQUED is
also discussed.
Keywords–event detection; smart phones; crowd-sourced system;
global positioning system; sensor data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, event detection using sensors, such as cameras
or microphones, has attracted much attention owing to the
spreading of such sensors. Moreover, many event-detection
methods using setting-type and special-purpose sensors have
been developed [1][2]. The popularization of smartphones is
changing how events are detected, because a smartphone is
equipped with many kinds of sensor devices, e.g., a camera,
a microphone, a GPS, and an accelerometer. A special sensor
does not need to be installed in a specific location in advance,
because almost everyone possesses a smartphone. Although a
smartphone sensor can be used for event detection, a crucial
problem remains. Sensor data contains many errors because of
its low measurement accuracy and the human’s irregular hand
movements.
We previously proposed a Smart and Quick UnexpectedEvent Detector, SQUED, to detect unexpected events using
built-in smartphone devices [3]. SQUED gathers data from
the smartphones of people near the location of an unexpected
event, such as a traffic accident. Both a location from the
GPS and the direction from a geomagnetic sensor are used
to identify the actual event location. The main points of
SQUED are 1) crowd sourcing and 2) a novel event-detection
method, allowing it to estimate an accurate location even from
inaccurate data. SQUED can detect an event even if only two
people are near the event location. Moreover, the more people
who are around the location, the more accurately SQUED can
detect the location, using our event-detection method. Finally,
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it is available in blind spots, which are the biggest problem
for pre-installed event-detection equipment.
However, SQUED method has the following two problems.
First, it is difficult to expand the detection range. The wider
the detection range is, the more the event detection interval
decreases. Second, it is difficult to detect multiple events
occurred simultaneously. These problems are caused by high
computational cost in detecting events.
In this paper, we propose an improved SQUED method,
RT-SQUED, to be able to detect the event efficiently in
a wider range. RT-SQUED performs two-phase processing,
concurrently. In the first phase, RT-SQUED roughly divides
its detection area into grid units for the event detection.
Second, RT-SQUED counts the number of users whose eye’sview triangles overlapped in each grid. By these phases,
it can recognize regions not have to search. Therefore, the
computational cost can be reduced when the scaling of the
detection range is allowed. In the second phase, RT-SQUED
apply the original SQUED method to the grid in which the
number of users whose eye’s-view exceeds the threshold.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
our previous work. The proposed event detection method is
described in Section III. Section IV presents the results of
evaluation and discussion of the proposed method. The related
works are also explained in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this papers.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
A. Basic concept
In Figure 1(a), the ”x” symbol indicates the actual location
where an event occurred. Figure 1(a) shows three original
directions obtained from the sensors of three pedestrians, P1,
P2, and P3. Although each pedestrian tends to precisely point
his/her smartphone toward the event location, an imprecise
direction may be obtained from inaccurate sensor data, as
shown in Figure 1(a). In Figure 1(a), the three direction lines
do not intersect. Even for any pair of direction lines, the
intersection is far from the actual event location.
The basic concept of our SQUED method is shown in
Figure 1(b). In Figure 1(b), the eye’s-view triangle introduced
in our method is shown. The eye’s-view triangle starts from
the location of a pedestrian, with a pre-specified angle centering from the event direction estimated from the pedestrian’s
smartphone sensor. As in Figure 1(b), when an event occurs at
location ”x”, a triangle for each pedestrian is constructed from
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Figure 2. SQUED event detection method

the sensor data. Three triangles are checked in this case. The
intersection of the three triangle regions is calculated. The red
area, a parallelepiped represented by dashed lines, indicates
the event location area, inside which the event likely occurred.
With this introduction of an eye’s-view triangle, the eventlocation area can be detected even when the observed sensor
data contains noise, as in Figure 1(a). The more pedestrians
who view an event and point a smartphone at it, the more
precisely the location can be detected.
B. Definition
We define some symbols to describe our event detection
method. R, a rectangular region, is pre-assigned as the event
detection range. R is represented as a set of ∆ × nx times
∆ × ny grid points {Pij }, i = 1, .., nx , j = 1, .., ny ,
which are disposed at equal intervals in both vertical and
horizontal directions, as shown in Figure 2. ∆ is the predefined
interval between two adjacent grid points, in vertical and
horizontal directions. The value of ∆ is assumed to be having
minimum accuracy on the detected event location. The leftbottom coordination point is (Bx ,By ).
Suppose there are users U = {uk }, k = 1, .., Nu pointing
their smartphones towards an event. For each user uk , his/her
location and eye’s-view direction are defined as Lk and Vk ,
respectively. We introduce the eye’s-view triangle represented
as RUk for a user Uk . RUk is calculated from the origin point
Lk and two lines from Lk whose angles are V Rk1 and V Rk2 ,
respectively, where V Rk1 =Vk -α and V Rk2 =Vk +α, α is a predefined parameter. The length of the two lines are fixed as
H.
C. Method
For a given T Uk , we calculate the number of overlapped
users, DUi,j for each grid point Pi,j as follows: DUi,j =
′
′
|Ui,j |, whereUi,j = {ul |Pi,j ∈ RUl , ul ∈ U }. We define
the detected event region/location as E and the minimum
number of overlapped users for event detection as M U . Then,
the detected event region E is obtained as the following:
E = {Pi,j |DUi,j ≥ M U }. The detected grid points of E are
sorted with the value of DUi,j in descending order. Figure 2
shows an example of eye’s-view triangles and an event-location
region detected from the triangles. In this example, only two
users found an event. This Figure has two eye’s-view triangles.
The intersection of the two regions is represented as a set of
grid points, as shown in Figure 2. In our proposed method,
we calculate the number of users whose eye’s-view triangles
overlap, rather than calculating a time-consuming intersection.

D. Problems of SQUED method
SQUED method has following problems: expansion of
event detection range and detection of multiple events.
First, suppose that, we set ∆ as 10 meters and the values
of nx and ny as 1000. In this case, the number of grid points
is 10000. For each of the grid points, SQUED calculate the
number of overlapped users. As the number of users or nx ×ny
becomes large numbers, order of calculation will be larger.
Therefore, it is difficult to expand the detection range.
Next, we assume that 10 events occur in a range of 5 km
× 5 km at random. If the system can only search the range
of 500 m × 500 m due to the above-mentioned problem, it is
difficult to detect multiple events. In the case of expanding the
event detection range, this problem becomes more serious.
Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the computational cost
for event detection.
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III. P ROPOSED E VENT D ETECTION M ETHOD
A. Basic concept
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the rough processing phase,
Figure 5 shows the concrete processing phase.
In the rough processing phase, it counts intersections
between a rough grid dividing a detection range and a smallest
rectangle surrounding the user triangle. In this example, the
detection range is divided by four rough grids. Figure 3
shows the intersection detection in the left upper rough grid.
Intersections in each rough grid are shown in Figure 4. Here,
the rough grid which should detect in detail becomes only the
left upper grid when the threshold is set to 2. Therefore, the
concrete processing phase applies only to the left upper rough
grid.
The concrete processing phase uses SQUED method which
is mentioned above. In Figure 5, the part indicated as the
red circle (the white circle in the gray scale) becomes the
event detection point when the threshold is set to 2. Using this
method, it can reduce the calculation cost.
B. Algorithms
Algorithm 1. EventDetection
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

EventDetection{
// RoughGridSize, ConcreteGridSize,
// DetectionRange, threshold are pre-defined.
// N-Interval, the number of concrete-phase
// processings in one rough-phase processing,
// is preseted.
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Figure 3. Rough processing phase
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//Initialization
RoughGrid <- CreateGrid(RoughGridSize,
DetectionRange)
ConcreteGrid <- CreateGrid(ConcreteGridSize,
DetectionRange)
//Main event detection process
While(){
If (Stop-condition is met) {Stop}
Obtain all USER data from Database and
set them to User.
// An element of User is a set of three
// locations forming a triangle.
If (Counter exceeds N-Interval) {
DetectedRoughInfo <- RoughEventDetection
(RoughGrid, User)
GridPointInfoUser <- GetConcreteGridPoint
(ConcreteGrid, DetectedRoughInfo)
Counter <- 0
}
DetectedResult <- ConcreteEventDetection
(GridPointInfoUser)
Counter++
ShowEventsDetected(DetectedResult)
}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

RoughEventDetection(RoughGrid, User) {
DetectedRoughInfo <- {}
For each grid in RoughGrid {
For each user in User {
MBR <- GetMinBoundingRect(user)
// user’s MinimumBoundingRectangle is
// calculated.
If (CheckIntersect(grid, MBR) is TRUE {
// it is checked if the MBR intersects
// the grid or not.
Add (grid, user) to DetectedRoughInfo
}
}
}
Return(DetectedRoughInfo)
}
ConcreteEventDetection(GridPointInfoUser) {
DetectedResult <- {}
For each grid point as gridPoint
in GridPointInfoUser {
// UCounter is a counter to count the number
// of users is included in the gridPoint.
UCounter <- 0
For each user in GridPointInfoUser {
If (CheckInclusion(gridPoint, user)) is TRUE {
// it is checked if the user is included
// the gridPoint or not.
UCounter++
}

Algorithm 2. Rough & Concrete EventDetection
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Figure 5. Concrete processing phase

}
If(UCounter >= threshold) {
Add gridPoint to DetectedResult
}
}
Return(DetectedResult)
}

In the Algorithm 1, the main process, called EventDetection, is described.
Each user has the positional information of the three points
forming a triangle. Three points consists of the location of the
user and two points making up the eye’s view is described
in the previous section. A grid is a square composed of four
coordinate grid points.
In EventDetection, first, two types of grid information are
generated using RoughGrid and ConcreteGrid. CreateGrid is a
function to create grids dividing from the DetectionRange at
pre-defined size such as RoughGridSize. Then, RoughEventDetection, GetConcreteGridPoint and ConcreteEventDetection
are iterated until the given stop condition is met, while
RoughEventDetection and GetConcreteGridPoint are executed
per preset N-interval. RoughEventDetection is a function to
detect possible rough grids and users belonging to rough grids
where a certain event may occur. GetConcreteGridPoint is a
function to create a GridPointInfoUser, which is composed
of a set of grid points and the users extracted for the grid
point. The grid points are obtained by RoughEventDetection.
The users for each grid point are extracted from all users by
checking of intersection with each of grids and each of users.
If a user intersects a grid, the user is extracted as belonging to
the grid points, which are included in the grid. ConcreteEventDetection is a function to detect event concretely by using
concrete grid points associated with users generated from the
result of GetConcreteGridPoint. At the end of the loop, the
function called ShowEventsDetected is executed to show the
DetectedResult. In the ShowEventsDetected, detected result
processed by the two functions of RoughEventDetection and
ConcreteEventDetection. DetectedResult is composed of a set
of grid points are presented to RT-SQUED system’s users.
Algorithm 2 shows the details of our two phase event
detection procedures.
RoughEventDetection is a function to perform in the first
rough phase. In the RoughEventDetection, DetectedRoughInfo is first initialized to store the return value. Then, for
each grid and each user the intersection between the grid
and the user region is iteratively checked. In this check,
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MinimumBoundingRectangle is created from the user triangle
instead of the use of the user triangle due to rough checking. GetMinBoundingRect is a function to create a smallest
rectangle, called MBR, surrounding the user triangle, which is
described in the previous section. An MBR is created from
the minimum and maximum values among three triangleendpoints for each coordinate. After that, checking whether
MBR intersected grid using CheckIntersect. CheckIntersect
is a function to check if a MBR is intersected with a grid
or not. This function uses the two coordinates of MBR and
grid to check the intersection. If MBR is intersected with a
grid, information on the corresponding the grid and the user
is added to DetectedRoughInfo. Finally, RoughEventDetection
return the DetectedRoughInfo.
ConcreteEventDetection is a function to perform the second concrete phase. In the ConcreteEventDetection, DetectedResult is first initialized to store the return value. Then,
for each gridPoint and each user, it is checked whether the
gridPoint is included in the user triangle, by using CheckInclusion. CheckInclusion is a function to check if the user
triangle includes the gridPoint or not. This function uses the
cross product vector for each of the sides of the user triangle. If
a user triangle includes a gridPoint, UCounter is incremented.
If the UCounter value is more than the given threshold, the
corresponding gridPoints are added to DetectedResult. Finally,
ConcreteEventDetection returns the DetectedResult.
IV. E VALUATION & D ISCUSSIONS
We conducted an experiment to compare the accuracy and
processing time with SQUED method and RT-SQUED. The
data set that we used is one of the data set which we used in
the case of the experiment of the previous paper.
TABLE I. SQUED method v.s. RT-SQUED
Method
SQUED method
RT-SQUED

Accuracy (F-measure)
28.6%
28.6%

Processing time (sec)
31.67
3.07

We set N-interval as 1 in this experiment. Table 1 shows the
result of the experiment. The processing time of RT-SQUED
became a one-tenth than that of SQUED method. In addition,
the deterioration of the accuracy was not observed.
In our RT-SQUED, the proposed two phases, RoughEventDetection and ConcreteEventDetection, are concurrently executed. Through the experiment, we confirmed that the computational cost could be reduced and that event detection speed
became faster. Moreover, the size of the detection range can
be increased more. Therefore it can detect multiple events
occurred simultaneously compared with SQUED method.
Furthermore, in RT-SQUED, N-interval in the first rough
phase, the frequency of the RoughEventDetection execution,
can be changed. This makes it possible to appropriately adjust
the detection speed and detection accuracy, depending on the
situation. With the ability of adjusting the frequency according
to the event search range, real-time event detection can be
realized.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Wentao et al. proposed iSee, a detection system using
the smartphone [4]. iSee uses two sensors, a GPS and a
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geomagnetic sensor. A user needs to swipe his/her smartphone
screen toward the event location. iSee then acquires the user’s
location and the device direction to estimate the actual event
direction using the swipe direction. Although the idea is similar
to our SQUED, users need to swipe their smartphone screen.
A SQUED user only needs to point his/her smartphone toward
an event location. Moreover, the swipe direction contains much
more noise than geomagnetic sensor data does.
Tran et al. proposed an algorithm that could recognize
actions such as walking and running from videos [5]. It can
detect events in a crowded video scene. In this approach,
the point of intersection of the characteristic point of the
object between each frame is extracted in order to recognize
a movement trace. Wang et al. proposed an algorithm that
could recognize other types of events, such as a parade and
rock-climbing, from videos [6]. In their method, the local
characteristic of the frame is replaced with a letter to detect
an event more efficiently.
Tong Qin et al. proposed an crowdsourcing based event
reporting system using smartphones with accurate localization
and photo tamper detection [7]. In their system, it can identify
the event summary and the event location by using event photographs, event descriptions and sensor data by smartphones
of system users. Their system also supports the accuracy
degradation due to tampering with photographs.
VI. C ONCLUDION
In this paper, we proposed a Real-Time Smart and Quick
Unexpected-Event Detect (RT-SQUED) method to detect and
localize unexpected events in real-time, assuming crowd sourcing with smartphone devices. We described how RT-SQUED
solves SQUED’s problem by using the proposed two-phase
processing for the real-time event detection.
In the future, we will improve the detection method further
and build a new system using RT-SQUED in order to perform
the event detection in real-time.
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Abstract—Natural user interface (NUI) devices have become
commercially common in various types of Virtual reality
(VR)-based services such as video games and public
attractions. Recently, a type of head-mounted display (HMD)
such as Oculus Rift also attracts the industry with the
possibility of developing new types of emerging VR-based
services. In this paper, we report that appropriate affordances
are necessary to use respective NUI devices, particularly when
a user wears an HMD, which implies that different
affordances are necessary for different NUI devices. We have
developed a preliminary case study to use different NUI
devices, where a user wears an HMD and navigates the
interaction with the case study service. We conducted an
experiment to investigate the relationship between the
affordances and the NUI devices to extract useful insights to
develop future VR-based services that use NUI devices and
HMDs. The results suggest that it is important to consider the
differences of NUI devices for the affordance design to
navigate VR-based services.
Keywords-NUI; HMD; VR; Affordance; Mental model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, virtual reality (VR) technologies have revived
because inexpensive and practical commercial headmounted displays (HMD) such as Oculus Rift are used [12].
Thus, various types of VR-based services [13] are easily
developed and can be commercially used. For example, in
Japan, some VR-based attractions using an HMD have
attracted many people [14].
To offer desirable interactive users’ experiences, natural
user interaction (NUI) devices such as Microsoft Kinect [15]
or Leap Motion [16] are widely used. Many VR-based
games have been developed, and they assume to use these
NUI devices because these devices offer an immersive user
experience through the natural interaction, which we use in
our daily life, such as hand gesture and arm movement [2],
with the virtual world without prior knowledge. However, it
is assumed that using the current NUI devices causes a gap
between the ideal situation and reality. In particular, using
NUI devices with an HMD may cause a new problem. Yang
and Pan have reported that MS Kinect fails to track a user’s
body when the user does not have enough experience with
an HMD [11]. Additionally, Sabir, Stolte, Tabor, and
O’Donoghue show that poor performance when using NUI
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devices has been found if the users have little practice with
the NUI devices [5].
As claimed in [9], considering the affordance is effective
for VR-based services when used with an HMD. Thus, we
believe that those types of problems occur because different
NUI devices require proper affordances to use them,
particularly an HMD. When using NUI devices, it is usually
assumed that a user can easily find where the devices are
and how to navigate them, but the devices cannot be seen
when the user wears an HMD. In computing environments,
various commodity NUI devices will be used to develop
new VR-based services; thus, the described issues will soon
become a more serious problem. We must also investigate
what types of affordance are appropriate. We discuss two
types of affordance: inherent and augmented affordances,
which we defined based on the inherent and augmented
feedforward, as proposed in [10]. Furthermore, we would
like to study whether different features of NUI devices affect
the appropriateness of the types of affordance. Our research
question is that a different NUI device requires a different
affordance. This research question is the foundation in the
research area of VR, HMD, and NUI devices, but only few
studies were mentioned because of the rapid development of
this research area.
In this paper, we have developed a simple VR-based
service to investigate the above issues as a case study and
demonstrate how we can design proper affordances for
respective NUI devices. The extracted insights from our
experiment are useful for designing future NUI devices and
VR-based services.
This paper consists of the following sections. Section II
shows the background of our study and the issues that we
must investigate in our study. In Section III, we explain
some issues of designing affordances and how we tackle
these issues. Section IV presents some related work of this
study. Section V illustrates a prototype service as a case
study that we developed to investigate our research question.
Section VI presents our conducted experimental design, and
Section VII shows the results and discussions of the
experiment. Section VIII presents the conclusion and future
direction of our study.
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II.

BACKGROUND

A well-designed service requires a good mental model
for navigation [3]. Traditional VR-based services typically
use special and dedicated NUI devices that are developed
only for the services [1]. Thus, the NUI devices usually fit
well for the mental models of the services. However, in
ubiquitous computing environments, we would like to adopt
cheap and available NUI devices, such as MS Kinect and
Leap Motion, to easily deploy the new VR-based services.
One of the potential pitfalls is that the NUI devices may
cause gaps between the mental model and the assumption of
the NUI devices, although it is desirable that these services
can be used with any NUI device to increase the portability.
For example, a user can navigate services with the
movement of his/her entire body using MS Kinect, whereas
he/she must assume to use only one hand to navigate the
services when using Leap Motion.

Figure 1. A Play Scene of Dance Evolution

Some concrete examples of using NUI devices are
“Dance Evolution” [17] and “Nike+ Kinect Training” [18],
where the video games are played on Xbox 360 using MS
Kinect. “Dance Evolution” is a dance game, as shown in
Figure 1, and “Nike+ Kinect Training” is an exercise game,
as shown in Figure 2. In both games, the movement of each
player’s body is tracked by MS Kinect, and some players
can compete for scores in the games. The players easily play
the games by following the visual instructions on the screen,
but when we assume that MS Kinect is replaced by Leap
Motion, no player may play the games well because the
presented visual instructions do not afford the operations of
the games with Leap Motion.

This problem does not apply in these games because the
games were developed to be currently operated only with
MS Kinect. However, for general-purpose VR-based
services that can be operated using several types of NUI
devices, to overcome the issues of using various types of
NUI devices for VR-based services, we require a new
solution to use a VR-based service.
III.

AFFORDANCES AND OUR RESEARCH GOAL

Our solution is to offer affordances to help construct the
mental model to navigate the VR-based services. In this
paper, we use the term “affordance” with the meaning of
“perceived affordance”. A typical affordance is the knob of a
door; we usually know how we can open the door without
any instruction when we look at the form of the doorknob.
In other words, affordances are the functions that provide
the critical clues required for their proper operation.
Additionally, affordances can be used to navigate human
behavior [6]. However, the following research questions
remain: whether respective affordances are necessary for
different NUI devices, and what types of affordances must
be offered.
In this study, based on [10], we define two types of
affordances: inherent affordance and augmented affordance.
The inherent affordance makes us understand how we use a
VR-based service based on the UI elements’ shapes,
positions, etc. The definition of the affordance is widely
used when designing daily objects [3]. The augmented
affordance uses images or words to make us understand how
we use a VR-based service. Investigating these two types of
affordances enables us to extract useful insights when
designing affordances for future VR-based services.
IV.

RELATED WORK

Terrenghi, Kirk, Sellen, and Izadi show that each
interface creates a different affordance in [8]. In this paper,
the authors asked the participants to perform a puzzle task
and a task to sort photos, where each task was performed
with the two following methods: using physical puzzle
pieces or photos and using their digital forms, which could
be operated through a touch panel, as shown in Figure 3 and
4. The result of their study is that even with identical tasks,
the affordances of the respective interfaces appear
differently.
In [7], Shin, Kim, and Chang studied the usability of
two devices in VR-based services with HMD. They asked
the participants to play a race game and an action game as
shown in Figure 5 and 6, respectively, with two different
types of controllers: Hydra, which must be grasped to play
the game, and MS Kinect. The results of the experiment
show that even in identical games, the difference in
controller devices affects the impression that the users feel.

Figure 2. A Play Scene of Nike+ Kinect Training
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Thus, it is desirable to offer different affordances for
each controller device to increase the usability of VR-based
services when an HMD is used.
V.

A CASE STUDY

We have developed a VR-based photo viewer service as
a case study, which is illustrated in Figure 7, to demonstrate
the proposed ideas.

Figure 3. Puzzle Task in Two Styles [8]

Figure 4. Sorting Photos in Two Styles [8]

Figure 5. Race Game [7]

Figure 7. Construction of the image viewer we developed

Figure 8. No Affordances for both MS Kinect and Leap Motion

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the screen captures of the
services that are displayed in an HMD. The small white
sphere shown on the screen represents a cursor that a user
can navigate using his/her motion. Several photos rotate
around in user’s sight. At the bottom part of the screen, there
are two arrow objects, which indicate “Speed up” and
“Speed Down”. A user adjusts the photo’s moving speed by
putting the moving cursor on these objects. By putting the
cursor on a photo for a time period, the size of the photo is
enlarged.
Figure 6. Action Game [7]
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Figure 9. Inherent and Augmented Affordances for MS Kinect

MS Kinect tracks the positions of a user’s body. In this
case study, the position of a user’s right hand is captured to
move the cursor. Conversely, Leap Motion tracks the
positions of the joints of a user’s hand. In this case study, the
position of the back of a user’ hand is detected to move the
cursor. Figure 8 is a screenshot when no affordance is shown.
Figure 9 shows the screens that represent the inherent and
augmented affordances for MS Kinect, and Figure 10
presents those for Leap Motion.
In the experiment of this case study, we conducted user
studies for the following five combinations.
(1) No affordance + MS Kinect or Leap Motion: the
“Speed Up” and “Speed Down” objects are shown at the
bottom of the screen.
(2) Leap Motion + Inherent affordance: The “Speed Up”
and “Speed Down” objects are represented with smaller
sizes than those in the service with no affordance, and the
region that a user can move his/her hand is visualized.
(3) Leap Motion + Augmented affordance: A picture of a
hand and the sentence “Right Hand here” are displayed at
the bottom of the screen.
(4) MS Kinect + Inherent affordance: The positions of
“Speed Up” and “Speed Down” objects are shown on the
top and bottom right side of the screen.
(5) MS Kinect + Augmented affordance: A picture of a
hand and the sentence “Use Right Arm Widely” are
displayed at the bottom of the screen.
VI.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In this study, we performed an experiment to investigate
the above combinations. A participant selects two photos in
each combination. The word “select” indicates enlarging the
photos by putting the cursor on the photos for a period of
time. In this experiment, we investigated the differences
when there is an affordance or not and when two types of
affordances are presented. We also investigated the
situations when the participant knows what NUI device
he/she uses and when he/she does not know which NUI
device is used.
In this experiment, twelve participants with ages of 2154 participated. Figure 11 shows one actual scene during the
experiment.

Figure 10. Inherent and Augmented Affordances for Leap Motion

The current case study assumes to use either MS Kinect
or Leap Motion as NUI devices. We designed the inherent
and augmented affordances for the respective NUI devices.
The service can be used without presenting these
affordances.
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The experiment for one person took approximately 2040 minutes. We conducted the semi-structured interview for
them after the experiment.
VII. DESIGN IMPLICATION
In the experiment, most participants basically showed
positive attitudes for our proposed approach, and said, “The
presentation of the affordance helps me to navigate the
service.” In the section, we presented some more detailed
answers in the interview conducted after the experiment
described in the previous section.
We asked the participants “Why did you consider that the
affordance helps you?” Some of them answered “How,
what, and where to move my hand or arm could be
understood easily by the affordance” Also, when asking a
question “Why did you prefer the inherent affordance of MS
Kinect?” Some participants who prefer the inherent
affordance for MS Kinect answered “The inherent
affordance for MS Kinect is effective because the position of
the arrow objects indicates the necessary action for my right
arm”
One opinion for the merit of the inherent affordance for
Leap Motion is that the operative range of the device is easy
to understand. However, some participants said, “The
inherent affordance is not good for me”, and they presented
its reason as follows; “I cannot understand the meaning of
the affordance, and it confused me.” When comparing the
inherent affordance for MS Kinect and Leap Motion, most
participants said the affordance for Leap Motion is better. In
terms of the augmented affordance, when asking the
participants “Comparing MS Kinect with Leap Motion, do
you think which augmented affordance was easy to
understand?”, Most participants answered “The difference
between the affordances for MS Kinect and Leap Motion is
small because the augmented affordances for both devices
are similar”
In the opinion about the inherent and augmented
affordance, many participants said the augmented affordance
is better than inherent one, because words and images are
understandable in an easier way. Additionally, the inherent
affordance offers the better effect when the participants
know which NUI device is currently used, whereas the
augmented affordance has a better effect when they do not
know which NUI device is used.
Ideally, a VR-based service should offer a proper mental
model regardless of the NUI devices, but in reality, it is
difficult to navigate the service without knowing which NUI
device is used. Some participants said that the inherent
affordance was good, but the others said that it was not
good. We think that the variations are caused by whether
they consider that they can intuitively understand the offered
affordances. We hypothesize that the inherent affordance for
Leap Motion was preferred to the affordance for MS Kinect
because the participants easily understood the visualization
of the affordance, whereas the movable region of their hands
was limited in Leap Motion case. This result may indicate
that some features of NUI devices affect the difficulty of
understanding particular types of affordances. Additionally,
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most participants feel that the differences between the
augmented affordances for MS Kinect and Leap Motion are
small because the images and sentences in the augmented
affordance are easily understood for most participants. Thus,
the variations among individuals are small.
When comparing the inherent affordance with the
augmented one, many participants claimed the augmented
affordance is better. We analyzed the reason of it is that the
question in the interview asked only whether the affordance
was easy to understand or not. The inherent affordance uses
only objects’ shapes or positions, so in terms of human
abilities for understanding the world, words and images have
significant advantages because these are useful tools that can
be used for explaining the world. We consider that asking
“Did you think this affordance is suitable for the
guidance?”, does not mean not only the difficulty of
understanding but also the accident in understanding, and
the results may differ.
Finally, the participants that knew which NUI device
was used during the experiment preferred the inherent
affordances because they could construct proper mental
models before they found the affordances. Thus, they
preferred the inherent affordance that required a lower
recognition load. Additionally, the participants that did not
know which NUI device was used preferred the augmented
affordance because the affordance that helped them to easily
construct the mental model is desirable for them.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Recently, HMD and VR have become attractive options
to develop emerging new entertainment services and
attractions. In particular, video games will use them to offer
more immersive game experiences. NUI devices allow the
games to be naturally interacted. However, there is no
sufficient discussion on how to offer affordances for
different NUI devices. This paper shows that each NUI
device requires a different affordance when the VR-based
services are used with HMDs.
In the next step, we will investigate a more systematic
design guideline for affordances based on the insights of the
current experiment. For example, as shown in [4], using
multiple types of affordances together may offer a better
result because of different effects. We will also attempt to
discuss how to use other NUI devices to expand our current
insights. In addition, we should consider other VR-based
services to deepen our study.
In the future, many types of NUI devices will be
available to develop advanced VR-based services. However,
if the developers must consider different affordances for
respective NUI devices, it may become troublesome.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose two new audio feature
selection algorithms based on Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) domain. One of them is combined with Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), the other one is combined with Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). First, we introduce
two different audio selection algorithms; second, we use the
audio attack experiments to verify reliability of those
algorithms. The tests show that the DWT-DCT algorithm has
better stability under most of audio attacks, but not is robust
to amplify attack for electronic music, while DWT-MFCCs
algorithm is especially stable under amplify attack, but not is
robust to mp3 compression attacks.

dimensions. I. Vatolkin [13] proposed an approach on how
evolutionary multi-objective feature selection can be applied
for a systematic maximisation of interpretability without a
limitation to the usage of only interpretable features. In the
experiments, 636 relevant low-level audio features and 566
high-level audio features were used. H. Muthusamy [14]
proposed the particle swarm optimization based clustering
(PSOC) and wrapper based particle swarm optimization
(WPSO) to enhance the discreming ability of the features
and to select the discriminating features respectively. In the
experiments, MFCCs, linear predictive cepstral coefficients
(LPCCs), PLP features, gammatone filter outputs, timbral
texture features, stationary wavelet transform based timbral
texture features and relative wavelet packet energy and
entropy features were extracted.
In this paper, we proposed two audio selection algorithms
in wavelet transform domain, which combined DCT and
MFCCs. They have good stability to a series of audio attacks.
Features of audio music are expressed as binary image after
combined transformation.
The details of proposed algorithms will be addressed in
following sections. In the next Section 2, we study MFCCs
and DWT. Then Section 3 explains the proposed two
different audio selection algorithms, the DWT-MFCCs and
DWT-DCT. Section 4 shows the results of the audio attacks
experiments with respect to two proposed algorithms to
demonstrate the performance and stability of those
algorithms. And finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions and
future works.

Keywords-Audio feature selection; DWT; DCT; MFCCs

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several front-ends have been proposed in
the field of audio feature extraction. Some of them are based
on short-term features, such as Fast Fourier Transform
coefficients (FFTC) [1], DWT coefficients [2], DCT
coefficients [3], MFCCs [4], real cepstral coefficients
(RECC) [5], log filterbank energies [6], Perceptual linear
Prediction (PLP) [7], log-energy, spectral flux, zero-crossing
rate (ZCR) [8] and fundamental entropy. Others are based on
the application of different temporal integration techniques
over these short-term features. A. Meng [9] proposed a
multivariate auto-regressive feature model which gives two
different feature sets, the diagonal auto-regressive and
multivariate auto-regressive features. P. Ruvolo [10]
extended his previous work on Spectro-temporal box filters
(STBFs) by proposing a hierarchical approach to combine
features at multiple time scales. A. Suhaib [11] proposed a
new method for audio feature extraction which is by using
Probability Distribution Function (PDF). The PDF is a
statistical method which is usually used as one of the
processes in complex feature extraction methods such as
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Principle Component
Analysis (PCA). X. Y. Zhang [12] proposed a new timefrequency audio feature extraction scheme, in which features
are decomposed from a frequency-time-scale-tensor. The
tensor, derived from a weight vector and a Gabor dictionary
in sparse coding, represents the frequency, time centre and
scale of transient time-frequency components with different
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II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. DWT
DWT represents an analog signal in the time-frequency
domain with Sine and Cosine functions and the coefficients
are calculated by using Mallat’s pyramid algorithm [15]. The
general procedure for DWT is illustrated in Figure.1. DWT
decomposes a signal to approximation coefficients and detail
coefficients by applying low-pass and high-pass filters
respectively. The detail coefficients can be sent to another set
of filters for further decomposition. The filterbank
implementation of wavelets can be interpreted as computing
the wavelet coefficients of a discrete set of child wavelets for
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a given mother wavelet ψ(t). In the case of the discrete
wavelet transform, the mother wavelet is shifted and scaled
by powers of two.

 j ,k (t ) 
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t  k2j
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2j
2j
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Where j is the scale parameter and k is the shift parameter,
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B. DCT
The DCT is a real transform that has great advantages in
energy compaction. The DCT is actually shift variant, due to
its cosine functions. Its definition for spectral components
fy(k) is
f y ( k ) |
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Where x(n) is a frame sequence of audio signal, the
length of which is N. The fy(k) is the coefficients sequence
obtained by applying DCT.
C. Algorithm of MFCCs feature selection
MFCCs were firstly introduced by Davis and
Mermelstein in the 1980's, which is one of the most popular
features for speech recognition [16]. In the past few decades,
MFCC became popular parameterization method that has
been developed and has been widely used in the speech
technology field. MFCC analysis is similar to cepstral
analysis and yet the frequency is warped in accordance with
Mel-scale. The mel-cepstrum exploits auditory principles, as
well as the decorrelating property of the cepstrum.
The MFCC features for a segment of music file are
computed using the following procedures:
Step1: The host audio clip is loaded as signal s(n).
Taking it through a preemphasis filter, after through highpass filter, the signal s'(n) = s(n) - a × s(n-1). Set the
variable a as 0.95.
Step 2: Devide the signal into short frames si(n) with
frame duration as Fd and frame step as Fs. In our scheme, we
set the Fd as 256 and Fs as 128, where i=1,2,…,Nf, and Nf is
the number of frames .
Step 3: Take FFT to the signal and calculate a
periodogram spectral estimate of the pow spectrum pi(k).
Step 4: Apply the mel-frequence cepstral coefficients to
the pow spectral, sum the energy in each filter. In our
scheme, we set the filter number as 24.
Step 5: Take the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the
logarithm of all filterbank energies.
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Fp(i)  ( Fdc (2* i 1)  Fdc (2* i)) / 2 i  1, 2, 1025 (3)
Step 9: Apply binarization algorithm by the following
formula:

Figure 1. The general procedure for DWT

1
N

Step 6: Keep DCT coefficients 6-9, discard the rest.
Step 7: Calculate two order difference coefficients of the
DCT coefficients 6-9 and calculate the mean value of
parameters in each frame.
Step 8: Choose the middle 1025*2 values Fdc from
frames number 1024 then set them number from 1 to 2050.
Compute the mean value of the neighbouring two values by
the following formula:
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III.

(4)

TWO DIFFERENT AUDIO FEATURE SELECTION
ALGORITHMS

In this paper, we proposed two audio feature selection
algorithms. The first one DWT-DCT is based on dual
domains, while the second one is using MFCCs, which
indicates the short time scale features. The feature values are
finally expressed as binary image with size 32 × 32. So the
audio features are represented using 1024 points.
A. DWT-DCT
The main characteristic of DWT is multi-resolution.
After taking DWT to audio signal, the audio signal is
decomposed into time domain and frequency domain by
different scales corresponding to different frequency ranges.
The approximation components indicating the low frequency
components of the signal can effectively resist various
attacks. The DCT has the property of decorrelation and the
DC coefficient of DCT has good stability. The proposed
audio feature selection algorithm based on DWT-DCT is
shown in Figure 2.
The procedure of the proposed DWT-DCT feature
selection algorithm is described as follows:
Step1: The host audio clip is loaded as signal s(n). Divide
the signal into short frames si(n) . Each frame has 512 points,
where i=1,2,…,Nf, and Nf is the number of frames.
Step 2: Devide each short signal si(n) into 4 shorter
frames sip(n) with frame duration as Fd. where ip=1,2,3 and 4.
Step 3: Perform 2-level DWT with 1-coefficients
Daubechies wavelet (Db1) to each shorter frames sip(n).
Step 4: Apply 1-D DCT to approximation components,
then take the DC coefficient.
Step 5: Obtain the mean value of 4 DC coefficients as the
feature Fc of each frame.
Step 6: Transform Fc into integer by the following
formula:

  Fc  , if Fc   Fc   0.5
Fc    
(5)
 Fc  otherwise

Where   and   are the ceil function and floor
function.
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Step 7: Apply binarization algorithm by the following
formula:

5).

(6)

6).

1 if mod( Fc, 2)  0
Fc  
0 otherwise


“I am ready”: Pop music by Bryan Adams (see Figure
“Mark the knife”: Jazz music by Westlife (see Figure

Input: Host Audio Signal s(n)
Input: Host Audio Signal s(n)

Perform 1-level DWT
Divide signal into short frames si(n)
Segment approximation components

Divide each short frames into 4
segments sip(n)

Divide signal into short frames
Perform 2-level DWT to each sip(n)

Calculate periodogram spectral estimate
of the power spectrum

Segment approximation components

Compute mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients

Tak e DCT t o t h e S e g m e n t
approximation components

Tak e DCT of the logarithm of all
filterbank energies

Obtain the mean value F c of 4 DC
coefficients

Calculate two order difference
coefficients of the DCT coefficients 6-9

Transform Fc into integer
E xtract the feat ure segme nt s by
apply binarization algorithm

calculate the
mean
value
of
parameters in each frames at the middle
E xtract the feat ure segme nt s by
apply binarization algorithm
Output: Extracted feature segments

Output: Extracted feature segments

Figure.3. Follow chart of the DWT-MFCCs algorithm

Figure 2. Follow chart of the DWT-DCT algorithm

B. DWT-MFCCs
The design inspiration of DWT-MFCCs algorithm
mainly comes from MFCCs. The low frequency components
of the signal in DWT domain have higher robustness against
many attacks. And the middle coefficients of MFCCs are
stable. So, we can combine the DWT with MFCCs to select
the feature of audio signal. The procedures of DWT-MFCCs
algorithm shown in Figure 3 is virtually the same as MFCCs.
The minor difference between them is that the former should
perform 1-level DWT transformation on signal audio to get
the approximation components for the next procedures.
IV.

AUDIO ATTACK TESTS

To test our attacks,we have chosen three sound files with
variant characteristics:
Electronic Music (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Electronic music

Figure 5. Pop music

Figure 6. Jazz music

A. Attacks type
All of the audio signals in the test are music with
16bits/sample, 44100Hz sample rates, and 12 seconds. In
order to illustrate the robustness of the algorithm, common
signal attacks and audio stir-mark attacks are used. The
following attacks are chosen:
Common signal attacks:
Noise addition: White noise with 20 dB of the power is
added.
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Delay: A delayed copy of the original is added to it. Set
the delay time of 50 ms and a decay of 10%.
Echo: An echo signal with a delay of 50 ms and a decay
of 10% is considered.
Re-quantization: Re-quantization of a 16-bit audio signal
to 8-bit and back to 16-bit. Re-quantization of a 16-bit audio
signal to 32-bit and back to 16-bit.
Re-sampling: the original audio signal is down sampled
to 22050Hz and the up sampled back to 44100Hz.
MPEG compression: The Adobe Audition 3.0 was used
to perform coding and decoding with bit rates 128Kbit and
64Kbit.
Audio Stir-mark attacks:
Noise addition: add white noise addbrumm_100.
Low-pass filtering: the resistor capacitor circuit (RC)
low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 11025 Hz is applied.
Addsinus: Add Sinus attack with frequency in 900 Hz
and amplitude as the value of 1300.
Amplify: set the volume down to 50%.
In the study, reliability was measured as the bit error rate
(BER) of the extracted feature, and its definition is:

BER 

BE
100%
NL

(6)

Where BE and NL are respectively the number of
erroneously detected bits and the gross feature bits.
B. Experimental results
Tables 1 and 2 show the results under the audio attacks
mentioned above.
TABLE I.

As shown in Table 1, since that the DC values have nice
stability, the DWT-DCT algorithm resists most attacks,
especially under add noise, add sinus, requantization and resampling attack. After mp3 compression, the feature values
didn’t change a lot for Pop music and Jazz music. Only for
Electronic music, the robustness under amplify attack and
mp3 compression attacks is lower than the other music.
TABLE II.

ATTACKS RESULTS FOR DWT-MFCCS ALGORITHM (BER)
attacks

Pop

Electronic

Jazz

addnoise (20dB)

0.0264

0.0417

0.0296

addbrumm_100

0.0176

0.0078

0.0269

addsinus

0.008

0.032

0.0164

amplify (0.5)

0

0

0

echo_50_10%

0.0352

0.0521

0.0449

delay_50_10%

0.0469

0.0703

0.0623

rc_lowpass

0

0

0.002

Requantization 8

0.0137

0.0234

0.0273

Requantization 32

0

0

0

resampling

0

0

0

mp3 128kbps

0.3554

0.5344

0.3961

mp3 64kbps

0.3554

0.5344

0.3971

ATTACKS RESULTS FOR DWT-DCT ALGORITHM (BER)

attacks

Pop

Electronic

Jazz

addnoise (20dB)

0

0.0127

0.001

addbrumm_100

0.001

0.0059

0.0029

addsinus

0

0.0166

0.002

amplify (0.5)

0.0068

0.1172

0.0301

echo_50_10%

0.001

0.0176

0.0059

delay_50_10%

0

0.042

0.0273

rc_lowpass

0

0.001

0.001

Requantization 8

0

0.0029

0

Requantization 32

0

0

0

resampling

0

0

0

mp3 128kbps

0.0088

0.2041

0.0447

mp3 64kbps

0.0088

0.2041

0.0457
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As shown in Table 2, the DWT-MFCCs algorithm is
robust to most attacks, especially under amplify, rc-low-pass
filtering and re-sampling attack. The limitation is that it
cannot resist to MP3 compression. Because compression and
reductive process, though the format of audio changed back
to .wav, the length of the signal has been changed.
Comparing the experimental results of DWT-MFCCs
algorithm with the DWT-DCT algorithm, we can find that
the DWT-DCT algorithm is generally much better under
these attacks. But for audio segment like the electronic music
tested in the paper, the audio feature selection algorithm
using the DWT-MFCCs algorithm can be more robust under
amplify attack.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed two audio feature selection algorithms
based on wavelet domain. To verify the reliability of the
algorithms, three different audio music signals were tested
under a series of attacks including common signal attacks
and audio stir-mark attacks. The experimental results show
that the DWT-DCT algorithm has better stability than DWTMFCCs to most attacks, and the DWT-MFCCs is more
robust under amplifying attack.
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The proposed algorithms have desynchronization
problems and the audio features will have a big change after
the desynchronization attacks. The future work will be
focused on solving the problem of synchronization.
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Abstract— High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is a
successor to the H.264/AVC standard and is the newest video
coding standard using a quad-tree structure with three block
types of a coding unit (CU), a prediction unit (PU), and a
transform unit (TU). HEVC uses all possible depth levels to
determine the lowest RD-cost block. Thus, HEVC is more
computationally complex than the previous H.264/AVC
standard. To overcome this problem, an early skip and merge
mode detection algorithm is proposed using spatiotemporal
and depth information. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm can achieve an approximate 40% time
saving with a random-access profile while maintaining
comparable rate-distortion performance, compared with HM
12.0 reference software.

The TU is the basic unit of transformation defined
independently from the PU, but whose size is limited to the
CU, to which the TU belongs. Separation of the block
structure into three different concepts allows optimization
according to role, which results in improved coding
efficiency [3], [4]. However, these advanced tools cause an
extremely high computational complexity. Therefore, a
decrease in the computational complexity is desired.

Keywords-High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC); Early
Skip Mode Detection; Inter Prediction; Depth; Coding Unit (CU).

I.

INTRODUCTION

High Efficient Video Coding (HEVC) is the latest
international video coding standard issued by the Joint
Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) [1], which
is a partnership between the ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts
Group (MPEG), two prominent international organizations
that specify video coding standards [2].
Increasing demands for high quality full high definition
(Full HD), ultra high definition (UHD), and higher
resolution video necessitate bitrate savings for broadcasting
and video streaming. HEVC aims to achieve a 50% bitrate
reduction, compared with the previous H.264/AVC standard,
while maintaining quality.
HEVC is based on a coding unit (CU), a prediction unit
(PU), and a transform unit (TU). The CU is a basic coding
unit analogous to the concept of macroblocks in
H.264/AVC. However, a coding tree unit (CTU) is the
largest CU size that can be partitioned into 4 sub-CUs of
sizes from 64x64 to 8x8. Figure 1 shows an example of the
CU partitioning structure. This flexible quad-tree structure
leads to improved rate-distortion performance and also
HEVC features for advanced content adaptability. The PU is
the basic unit of inter/intra-prediction containing large
blocks composed of smaller blocks of different symmetric
shapes, such as square, and rectangular, and asymmetric.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.
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Figure 1. An example of the CU partitioning structure.

Previous work has focused on reduction of the
computational complexity. Pai-Tse et al. [6] proposed a fast
zero block detection algorithm based on SAD values using
inter-prediction results. Features of the proposed algorithm
were applied to different HEVC transform sizes. A 48%
time saving for quantization parameter (QP) = 32 was
achieved. Zhaoqing Pan et al. [7] proposed a fast CTU
depth decision algorithm using the best quad-tree depth of
spatial and temporal neighboring CTUs, relative to the
current CTU, for an early quad-tree depth 0 decision.
Correlations between the PU mode and the best CTU depth
selection were also used for a depth 3 skipped decision. A
38% time reduction for all QPs was achieved under
common testing conditions. Hassan Kibeya et al. [8]
proposed a fast CU decision algorithm for the block
structure encoding process. Based on early detection of zero
quantized blocks, the number of CU partitions to be
searched was reduced. Therefore, a significant reduction of
encoder complexity was achieved and the proposed
algorithm had almost no loss of bitrate or peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR), compared with HM 10.0 reference
software.
In this study, an early skip and merge mode detection
algorithm is proposed using neighboring block and depth
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TABLE I.

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY BETWEEN CURRENT CTU AND NEIGHBORING CTUS.

Spatial CTUs (%)
Class
B
Class
C

SKIP
CBF
MERGE
SKIP
CBF
MERGE

Temporal CTUs (%)

P(O|A)

P(O|B)

P(O|C)

P(O|D)

P(O|E)

P(O|F)

P(O|G)

P(O|H)

P(O|I)

P(O|J)

P(O|K)

P(O|L)

P(O|M)

70.4
86.6
89.1
64.3
85.1
77.2

69.1
85.8
83.2
62.7
85.6
75.8

70.8
86.8
83.8
64.6
86.7
73.8

69.0
84.8
82.7
56.0
84.0
74.44

53.7
69.1
75.8
48.2
69.7
70.0

52.4
68.2
75.0
46.7
60.8
67.7

51.8
68.1
73.5
48.7
69.5
69.2

52.8
68.8
74.5
45.7
67.1
65.8

51.2
68.0
72.7
43.0
61.0
66.0

51.9
68.2
72.3
42.9
56.7
67.4

52.4
67.8
72.8
41.9
55.9
67.9

52.6
68.4
73.8
43.9
58.2
67.3

51.5
67.6
66.7
44.5
64.1
67.2

information. A statistical analysis of the proposed method
is presented in Section II. Experimental results are shown
in Section III. A conclusion is presented in Section IV
II.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

HEVC includes too many stages of quad tree based
structure to determine the best mode. The CU range starts
from 64x64 to 8x8, so HEVC has four depth levels. In each
depth level, an exhaustive RD-cost analysis is performed to
determine the best mode among many modes, including
SKIP, INTER_2Nx2N, INTER_Nx2N, INTER_2NxN,
INTER_NxN,
INTER_2NxnU,
INTER_2NxnD,
INTER_nLx2N,
INTER_nRx2N,
INTRA_2Nx2N,
INTRA_NxN, and PCM. Equation (1) represents a way of
determining the best mode. λ MODE indicates a Lagrangian
multiplier in (1), and SSE is a cost function, as defined in
(2).
B MODE

(1)

BlockB (i, j )) 2

(2)

J MODE = SSE + λ MODE

SSE =

∑( BlockA(i, j)
i, j

However, if a close correlation between the current CU
and other CUs can be defined, there is no need to calculate
all modes. In this study, the skip flag, merge flag, and coded
block flag (CBF) of neighboring CTUs are used to reduce
the computational complexity.

Figure 2. 13 neighboring CTUs around the current CTU.

A. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed for identification of
correlations between the current CTU and neighboring CTUs
for skip and merge modes. There are thirteen neighboring
CTUs around a current CTU (Figure 2). Four spatially
neighboring CTUs (A ~ D) are represented as left, above-left,
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above, and above-right. In a previously encoded picture,
there are nine temporally adjacent CTUs (E ~ M), which
indicate collocated-current, collocated-left, above-left,
collocated-above, collocated-above-right, collocated-right,
collocated-below-right, collocated-below and collocatedbelow-left, respectively. Conditional probabilities include all
adjacent CTUs (A ~ M) and skip and merge flag = true and
CBF = 0 are also checked. At the same time, probabilities
that the current CTU, expressed alphabetically as O∈(O)
were skip and merge flag true and CBF 0 were also checked.
HM 12.0, the reference software for the HEVC standard was
used. The first 10 frames of the Kimono (1920x1080),
ParkScene (1920x1080), Cactus (1920x1080), BQTerrace
(1920x1080), BasketballDrive (1920x1080), RaceHorses
(832x480), BQMall (832x480), PartyScene (832x480) and
BasketballDrill (832x480) sequences were used with QP=22,
27, 32, and 37 with a random access profile.
Statistical results showed that P(O|A ~ D), indicating a
high percentage of spatial CTUs. The probabilities of each
CTU having the same skip flag true were 69.1 ~ 70.8% in
class B and 55.99 ~ 64.6% in class C, and also, 84.75 ~
85.8% in class B and 84.0 ~ 86.7% in class C (Table I). Also,
the probabilities of CBF 0 that CTU should be chosen as skip
mode were 84.8 ~ 86.8% in class B and 84.0 ~ 86.7% in
class C. In addition, the probabilities of each CTU having the
same merge flag true were 82.7 ~ 89.1% in class B and 73.8
~ 77.2% in class C. In temporal CTUs with P(O|E ~ M),
percentages of each mode were 51.5% ~ 53.7% in class B
and 41.9 ~ 48.7% in class B for skip flag. Also, 67.6 ~
69.1% in class B and 56.7 ~ 69.7% in class C were recoded
for CBF. Lastly, 66.7 ~ 75.8% in class B and 65.8 ~ 70.0 %
in class C were recoded for merge mode.
B. Early skip and merge mode decision
If only the information mentioned above is used, loss is
excessive. However, combining adjacent CTUs can reduce
the loss. CTUs were divided into groups of built-in CTUs
(BIC) and user defined CTUs (UDC) based on conditional
probabilities, and statistical analysis was performed. Two
groups were used because BICs have higher probability than
UDCs, based on statistical results. Thus,

D=

∑ CU
BIC∈i

i

+(

∑CU

j

ω) ≥ α

(3)

UDC∈ j

where BIC are the left, above-left, above, and above-right
CTUs in the current picture and collocated-current CTUs in
the previously encoded picture. Also, UDC contains
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collocated-left, collocated-above-left, collocated-above,
collocated-above-right, collocated-right, collocated-belowright, collocated-below, and collocated-below-left CTUs in
the previously encoded picture. When CU i and CU j have a
TABLE II.
α
Class
B
Class
C

0.75 when

BDBR (%)
ΔBitrate(%)
ΔPSNR(%)
TS (%)
BDBR (dB)
ΔBitrate(%)
ΔPSNR(%)
TS (%)
CU

j

α

STATISTICAL RESULTS ACCORDING TO

4

4.75

5

5.5

5.75

6.5

3.22
0.08
-0.23
43.28
3.88
1.32
-0.35
31.20

2.87
-0.10
-0.16
39.31
3.17
0.80
-0.29
30.45

1.18
-0.38
-0.12
44.78
1.33
0.10
-0.17
28.37

1.92
-0.13
-0.15
39.44
2.82
0.75
-0.29
30.45

1.02
-0.40
-0.12
42.39
1.44
0.098
-0.17
29.82

1.12
-0.36
-0.12
39.48
1.27
0.07
-0.16
28.10

has the lowest RD-cost. Otherwise, ω is set

to 0. α is a threshold value to specify the boundary of skip
or merge modes. Lastly, Equation (3) is used for three
types of calculations of skip flag ( DSKIP ), CBF ( DCBF ), and
merge flag ( DMERGE ). To obtain the value of DSKIP , skip flag
is used. For DCBF , CBF is used, and for DMERGE , merge flag is
used.
Experiments were performed to determine an optimal
threshold value of α with the lowest and the second lowest
RD-cost values used to obtain the optimal α. Results are
shown in Table II. When α = 4, four BICs are used.
Bjøntegaard difference bitrate (BDBR) values were 3.22%,
and 3.88%, and TS values were 43.28% and 31.2% for
classes B and C. When α = 4.75, four BICs were used and
one UDC was used, BDBR values were 2.87% and 3.17%
and TS values were 39.31% and 30.45% in class B and
class C, respectively. When α = 5, all BICs were used.
BDBR values were 1.18% and 1.44%, and TS values were
44.78% and 28.82% in classes B and C, respectively.
When α 5.5, four BICs were used and two UDCs were
used. BDBR values were 1.18% and 1.33% and TS values
were 44.78% and 28.37%, respectively. Also, when α =
5.75, all BICs and one UDC were used. BDBR values
were 1.02% and 1.44% and TS values were 42.39% and
28.32% in classes B and C, respectively. When α = 6.5, all
BICs and two UDCs were used. BDBR values were 1.12%
and 1.27%, and TS values were 39.48% and 28.1% in
classes B and C, respectively. Good efficiency was
observed when α = 5.75 in both BDBR values and TS
values based on the above simulation. Therefore, 5.75 was
used as a threshold value.
C. Overall Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is summarized in a flowchart in
Figure 3.
Step 1. Start encoding a CTU.
Step 2. Check current depth. If depth level 0, go to Step 3.
Otherwise, go to Step 8.
Step 3. Select one CTU with the lowest RD-cost value
from UDC (F ~ M CTUs).
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Step 4. Get all skip flags, CBFs, and merge flags from
adjacent CTUs, which include all BIC (A ~ E CTUs)
and one UDC selected through Step 3.
Step 5. Calculate Equation (3). If DSKIP is equal to or
greater than α, the current CTU is selected as skip
mode. Also, go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6. Calculate Equation (3). If DCBF is equal to or
greater than α, the current CTU is selected as skip
mode. Also, go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 7.
START

Depth = 0?

Get each information of
adjacent CTUs

No

Calculate
each of Ds
using Eq. (3).
Yes

D SKIP ≥ α

Yes

No

D CBF ≥ α

Yes

Select the best mode as
SKIP

No

D MERGE ≥ α

Yes

Select the best mode as
Merge

No
Process
all of regular routines

Next CTU

Figure 3. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm.

Step 7. Calculate Equation (3). If DMERGE is equal to or
greater than α, the current CTU is selected as merge
mode. Also, go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 8.
Step 8. Process all regular routines.
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Step 9. Encode the next CTU.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm was implemented on HEVC
test model HM 12.0 and tested based on test conditions,
configurations, and sequences recommended by JCT-VC
[5]. These conditions and configurations are summarized
in Table III. Performance evaluation was based on BDBR
[8] and a computational complexity reduction in time
saving (TS) as:
TS =

Time (origin ) Time ( prop )
× 100
Time (origin )

(4)

where Timeorigin and Time prop are the encoding times of
reference software HM 12.0 and the proposed algorithm,
respectively. For BDBR and TS, positive values indicated
an increase and negative values a decrease.
TABLE III.

TEST CONDITOINS.

CPU
RAM
OS

Intel i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20GHz
4.00GB
Microsoft Windows 7

Profile

RA-Main, LD-Main

Motion Search
Search Range
Max CU Size
Max CU Depth
QP
FEN, FDM
TABLE IV.
Class
(resolution)
A – 4K
(2560x1600)
B – 1080p
(1920x1080)
C - WVGA
(832x480)
D - WQVGA
(416x240)
TABLE V.
Class
(resolution)
B – 1080p
(1920x1080)
C - WVGA
(832x480)
DWQVGA
(416x240)

TZ search
64
64x64
4
22, 27, 32, 37
On

value was 1.3% and TS value was 31.45% in the randomaccess profile for A class sequences. In B class sequences,
a 1.275% BDBR value was observed with a speed-up of
42.95% in random-access. In low-delay profiles, 0.825%
for BDBR and 30.3% for TS were achieved.
Also, in C class sequences, BDBR values were 1.7%
and 1.2% while obtaining 35.87% and 26.6% for TS with
random-access and low-delay profiles respectively. In D
class sequences, BDBR values of 0.73% and 0.13% with
TS values of 28.77% and 16.93% with random access and
low delay profiles respectively, were achieved. The
proposed algorithm reduced the time required with
minimal quality degradation, compared with the original
encoder.
IV.

An early skip and merge mode decision algorithm has
been proposed based on spatially and temporally adjacent
CTUs. If skip or merge mode is identified, further
processes are omitted. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm achieved an average time reduction of
34.76% in random access profile and 24.61% in low delay
profile, while maintaining a comparable RD performance.
The proposed method can be useful for supporting a realtime HEVC encoder implementation.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose low complexity motion
estimation algorithms based on the Gray-coded bit-plane
matching. By exploiting almost identical operations among
similar but different matching error criteria, we can efficiently
determine the respective candidate motion vectors. In addition,
adopting multiple candidate motion estimation strategies into
those candidate motion vectors and local searches around the
best candidate motion vector dramatically enhance the motion
estimation accuracy. Experiments were carried out for
comparing the performances of the proposed algorithms with
other bit-plane matching based motion estimation algorithms
and full search block matching algorithm with the sum of
absolute differences as well. Surprisingly, the peak signal to
noise ratio difference between one of the proposed algorithms
and the full search block matching algorithm is within 0.05dB
on average.
Keywords-motion estimation; bit-plane matching; video coding

I.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid growth of the multimedia service, the
video compression has become essential for reducing the
required bandwidth for transmission and storage in many
applications. In video compression, the motion estimation
(ME) and the motion compensation (MC) is the most crucial
part since it can reduce the total video data efficiently by
exploiting the temporal correlation between neighboring
frames. The block matching algorithm (BMA) is adopted in
many video compression standards because of its simplicity
and effectiveness [1][2]. In BMA, a current frame is
partitioned into small square (possibly rectangular) blocks
and a motion vector is estimated within its search range in
the reference frame by searching the most similar block
according to some matching criterion such as the sum of
absolute differences (SAD). Although the full search BMA
(FSBMA) can find an optimal motion vector according to
some matching criterion, its computational complexity is so
huge that it is not adequate for real time applications.
Therefore, many techniques including the fast searching and
the fast matching algorithms have been proposed to reduce
the high computational complexity of the FSBMA in the
literature. Among them, there are some techniques that use
different matching criteria instead of the classical SAD to
make faster the computation of the matching criterion itself
exploiting the bit-wise operations [3]-[12]. These algorithms
are called bit-plane matching (BPM) based ME. The
advantages of these techniques over the matching
algorithms using the classical SAD are two-fold: fast
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computation of the matching criterion and reduced memory
bandwidth in the interim of ME process. These techniques
include one-bit transform (1BT) [3], multiplication-free 1BT
[4], constrained 1BT (C1BT) [5], two-bit transform (2BT)
[6], weighted 2BT [9], truncated Gray-coded BPM
(TGCBPM) [7][12], weightless TGCBPM (WTGCBPM)
[8], etc. Among the above algorithms that use bit-wise
operations based matching criterion, TGCBPM and
WTGCBPM show the best results in terms of the ME
accuracy. In addition, the transforming the frame into bitplanes is relatively simple.
Although the BPM based ME succeeded in reducing the
computational complexity, its ME accuracy is relatively
poor compared with the SAD based ME, resulting in
degraded reconstructed images. To remedy this situation,
multiple candidate motion searches were proposed in [11].
In general, performing many motion searches using
different matching criteria simultaneously helps improving
the overall performance, but their computational
complexities would increase heavily with the number of
matching criteria used. However, they exploited correlation
between two different matching criteria and did the dual
motion searches with negligible computational complexity
increase.
In this paper, we propose low complexity ME algorithms
based on the Gray-coded BPM. By exploiting the similar
operations between different matching error criteria, we can
efficiently determine the respective candidate motion
vectors. Adopting the multiple candidate motion search
strategy into those candidate motion vectors and local
searches around the best candidate motion vector
dramatically enhance the motion estimation accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review some previous works related to the proposed
algorithm. In Section 3, we explain our proposed algorithm.
Experimental results and analyses are presented at Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 provides our conclusions.
II. PREVIOUS ALGORITHMS
In this section, we review some previous works on BPM
based ME and multiple candidate motion search.
A. Bit-plane Matching Based Motion Estimation
In [12], Gray-coded BPM based ME was first proposed.
And, TGCBPM and its variation WTGCBPM were
proposed in [7][8]. Both TGCBPM and WTGCBPM use
Gray-code mapping as transforming image frames into bit-
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planes, which is very simple compared to other bit-plane
transformation algorithms using complex filtering
operations (e.g., 1BT, 2BT, C1BT, etc.). Let the gray-level
of the pixel at location (m, n) be represented as follows:
f (m, n) = aK −1 2 K −1 + aK − 2 2 K − 2 + L + a1 21 + a0 20

(1)

where ak (0 ≤ k ≤ K-1) takes on either 0 or 1. Then the
corresponding Gray-code representation is given by
g K −1 = aK −1
g k = ak ⊕ ak +1 ,

0≤k ≤ K −2

(2)

where ⊕ denotes the Boolean XOR operation and ak is the
k-th bit representation. This Gray code representation has
the unique property that consecutive codewords differ only
in one bit position [12]. After this transformation, TGCBPM
and WTGCBPM use respective number of non-matching
points (NNMP) as matching criteria which are given as:
NNMPTGCBPM , NTB (m, n)
N −1 N −1 K −1

= ∑∑

∑

i = 0 j = 0 k = NTB

2k − NTB {g kt (i, j ) ⊕ g kt −1 (i + m, j + n)}

(3)

NNMPWTGCBPM , NTB (m, n)
N −1 N −1 K −1

= ∑∑

∑

i = 0 j = 0 k = NTB

g kt (i, j ) ⊕g kt −1 (i + m, j + n)

(4)

where K represents the pixel-depth and NTB is the number
of truncated bits, the motion block size is N×N, and –s ≤ m,
n ≤ s is the search range. The kth most significant bit of the
Gray-coded image pixel frame of time t is represented as gtk
(i,j). Note the similarity between NNMPTGCBPM and
NNMPWTGCBPM. Compared with the previous BPM based
ME algorithms, TGCBPM and WTGCBPM based ME show
significant gains in terms of ME accuracy [7][8].
B. Multiple Candidate Motion Search
In [11], the authors proposed multiple candidate motion
searches based on two different matching criteria, i.e.,
WNNMP2BT(M) and WNNMP2BT(L). In general, performing
many motion searches using different matching criteria
simultaneously helps improving the overall performance,
but their computational complexities would increase heavily
with the number of matching criteria used. However, they
exploited the almost identical operations between two
different matching criteria and did the dual motion searches
with negligible computational complexity increase. The
multiple candidate motion searches based on the weighted
2BTs (MCW2BT) can be summarized as follows [11]:
1) Find two best motion vectors using two different
matching criteria, respectively.
2) If two best motion vectors with the respective
matching criteria are the same, declare it as the best
motion vector for the current block and go to 4).
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3) Calculate SADs of the two best motion vectors and
declare the motion vector with less SAD as the best
motion vector for the current block.
4) Go to the next current block.
It should be noted that the calculations of SADs are needed
only when the two best motion vectors are different.
According to the results in [11], the SAD calculations are
needed about 1 out of 11 motion blocks on average which is
very small. To enhance the overall ME accuracy, they also
adopted the local search strategy into the MCW2BT and
greatly enhanced the ME accuracy with small complexity
increase.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
This section explains our proposed algorithms, which
are based on Gray-coded BPMs. Since the proposed
algorithms are basically extensions of the MCW2BT, in
order to apply the multiple candidate motion searches, the
following two conditions must be satisfied:
i) The relative local behaviors of ME results for
respective matching criteria vary substantially.
ii) The operations among different matching criteria
must share many identical operations.
Condition i) is for enhancing the ME accuracy. The
multiple candidate motion searches take only the advantages
of the respective ME results. Therefore if the local
behaviors of ME results for respective matching criteria are
almost the same or if a certain matching criterion based ME
always outperforms the other matching criteria based ME,
there is no room for improving the ME accuracy using
multiple candidate motion searches. The greater the
difference of ME results among different matching criteria,
the better the final ME results of the multiple candidate
motion searches. Condition ii) is needed for computing the
different matching criteria efficiently with significantly less
computations. If there are some identical operations among
different matching criteria, respective matching criteria can
be easily calculated using already calculated values. If this
condition is not met, it is not useful for practical purposes.
To check the condition i) for the Gray-coded BPMs, we
analyzed the performances of TGCBPM and WTGCBPM.
Table 1 shows the average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
performances of TGCBPM and WTGCBPM of some CIFsize test sequences with various NTBs when the motion
block size is 16×16, the search range is ±16. We can see
from the Kth column of Table I that the average
performance varies from sequence to sequence. For
sequences of “akiyo”, “foreman”, “hall”, and “table tennis”,
WTGCBPM outperforms TGCBPM and for the other
sequences, TGCBPM outperforms WTGCBPM.
Unlike MCW2BT, we can also check the condition i) for
TGCBPMs and WTGCBPMs with different NTBs. That is,
the local behaviors of the ME results for TGCBPM and
WTGCBPM with NTB = k and with NTB = l (k ≠ l) are very
different. From the Gth and Hth column of Table I, the
average performances of TGCBPM with NTB = 5 are
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TABLE I. AVERAGE SEARCH POINTS OF ALGORITHMS FOR CIF SEQUENCES WHEN THE MOTION BLOCK SIZE IS 16×16
(100-FRAME, SEARCH RANGE IS ±16)
TGCBPM
A

WTGCBPM

B

C

D

E

PSNR Difference
F

G

H

I

J

K

ΔPSNR
(C-B)

ΔPSNR
(E-D)

ΔPSNR
(F-E)

ΔPSNR
(B-E)

NTB = 6

NTB = 5

NTB = 4

NTB = 6

NTB = 5

NTB = 4

ΔPSNR
(B-A)

football

23.41

23.55

23.26

23.39

23.68

23.68

0.14

-0.29

0.29

0.00

0.13

akiyo

42.03

42.56

42.62

41.82

42.37

42.49

0.53

0.06

0.55

0.12

-0.19

foreman

31.91

32.68

32.83

31.76

32.51

32.82

0.77

0.15

0.75

0.31

-0.17

hall

33.09

33.84

33.71

33.01

33.81

33.79

0.75

-0.13

0.80

-0.02

-0.03

bus

24.46

24.53

24.39

24.51

24.66

24.67

0.07

-0.14

0.15

0.01

0.13

tempete

27.37

27.46

27.42

27.37

27.51

27.52

0.09

-0.04

0.14

0.01

0.05

table tennis

28.11

28.37

28.30

27.93

28.18

28.29

0.26

-0.07

0.25

0.11

-0.19

children

28.89

28.68

28.46

28.91

28.93

28.90

-0.21

-0.22

0.02

-0.03

0.25

average

29.91

30.21

30.12

29.84

30.21

30.27

0.30

-0.09

0.37

0.06

0.00

always better, but between NTB = 4 and NTB = 5, the
average performances vary slightly from sequence to
sequence. However, we can observe the alternating local
ME results of TGCBPM with NTB = 5 and NTB = 6 in
Figure 1. Figure 1 shows the frame level PSNR results of
sequence “container” using TGCBPM with NTB = 5 and
NTB = 6. For the matching criterion of WTGCBPM, we can
see the alternating PSNR performances very clearly in the
Ith and Hth column of Table I.

NNMPTGCBPM , NTB (m, n) =

K −1

∑

k = NTB

NNMPWTGCBPM , NTB (m, n) =

2k − NTB NNMPgram , k (m, n)
K −1

∑

k = NTB

(6)
NNMPgram, k (m, n)

Therefore, TGCBPM and WTGCBPM with different NTBs
can be recurrently calculated as follows:
NNMPTGCBPM , K −1 (m, n) = NNMPgram , K −1 (m, n)

NNMPTGCBPM , k (m, n)
NTB=5
NTB=6

38.6

NNMPWTGCBPM , K −1 (m, n) = NNMPgram , K −1 (m, n)

38.4

NNMPWTGCBPM , k (m, n)

38.2

PSNR

(7)

= 2 × NNMPTGCBPM , k +1 ( m, n) + NNMPgram, k (m, n)

(8)

= NNMPWTGCBPM , k +1 (m, n) + NNMPgram, k (m, n)

38.0
37.8
37.6
37.4
37.2
37.0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

Frame Number

Figure 1. Frame-wise PSNR results of “container” using TGCBPM with
NTB = 5 and NTB = 6 when the motion block size is 16×16 and the search
range is ±16.

For checking the condition ii) for the above discussed,
we define the following NNMPgram,k of the kth most
significant bit as:
N −1 N −1

NNMPgram, k (m, n) := ∑∑ g kt (i, j ) ⊕ g kt −1 (i + m, j + n)

(5)

i =0 j = 0

Then, the matching error criteria of TGCBPM and
WTGCBPM can be compactly represented as
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where (0 ≤ k ≤ K-2). Note that in this case, the recurrence
relation is in reverse order. From the equations (6), (7) and
(8), we can see that once the calculations of the values
NNMPgram,k are finished, the final calculations of the
matching criteria NNMPTGCBPM,K-1, NNMPTGCBPM,K-2, ∙∙∙, and
NNMPTGCBPM,NTB can be easily carried out with additional
(K-NTB-1) additions and (K-NTB-1) shift operations only.
In the same way, for calculations of the matching criteria
NNMPWTGCBPM,K-1,
NNMPWTGCBPM,K-2,
∙∙∙,
and
NNMPWTGCBPM,NTB can be easily calculated with additional
(K-NTB-1) additions only. Therefore, we can enhance the
ME accuracy using multiple candidate motion searches
without noticeable increase of computational complexity.
Exploiting the above observations, we propose a multiple
candidate motion searches based on the Gray-coded BPM
(MCGCBPM) as follows:
1) Calculate the values of NNMPgram,k (NTB ≤ k ≤ K-1)
as in (5).
2) Using (7), calculate the matching criteria of
TGCBPM, i.e., NNMPTGCBPM,K-1, NNMPTGCBPM,K-2, ∙∙∙,
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TABLE II. AVERAGE PSNR AND THE NUMBER OF SAD CALCULATIONS COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS (NTB = 4)
1BT

2BT

TGCBPM

WTGCBPM

sequences

16×16

8×8

16×16

8×8

16×16

8×8

16×16

8×8

stefan

25.12

24.90

25.25

25.77

25.48

26.28

25.40

26.16

football

22.64

23.46

23.06

24.35

23.68

25.36

23.26

24.90

akiyo

41.66

35.23

42.43

41.81

42.49

42.66

42.62

42.93

foreman

31.69

30.64

31.81

31.98

32.82

33.88

32.83

34.06

mobile

23.50

23.31

23.58

23.89

23.78

24.44

23.58

24.05

hall

32.13

30.83

33.22

33.95

33.79

34.94

33.71

34.89

coastguard

29.09

28.17

29.23

29.52

29.44

30.09

29.37

30.25

container

37.57

34.81

38.12

37.82

37.90

37.69

37.98

37.84

bus

23.86

24.58

24.14

25.24

24.67

26.33

24.39

25.97

dancer

29.67

30.57

30.29

30.87

31.55

32.64

30.93

32.21

mother and
daughter

37.58

35.83

39.34

38.99

39.57

39.59

39.75

40.08

tempete

27.01

26.51

27.25

27.46

27.52

27.96

27.42

27.88

table tennis

27.44

28.09

27.87

29.00

28.29

29.83

28.3

29.8

flower

25.73

26.44

25.83

26.92

25.95

27.23

25.88

27.15

children

28.05

27.75

28.32

29.64

28.90

30.55

28.46

30.16

paris

30.16

29.73

30.16

31.23

30.53

31.96

30.36

31.75

news

35.58

33.22

36.50

37.20

37.05

38.19

36.82

38.11

Average

29.91

29.06

30.38

30.92

30.79

31.74

30.65

31.66

and NNMPTGCBPM,NTB. And using (8), calculate the
matching
criteria
of
WTGCBPM,
i.e.,
NNMPWTGCBPM,K-1, NNMPWTGCBPM,K-2, ∙∙∙, and
NNMPWTGCBPM,NTB.
3) Find respective candidate motion vectors according
to the matching criteria calculated in 2).
4) Calculate SADs of candidate motion vectors and
declare the motion vector with the least SAD as the
best motion vector for the current block.
5) Go to the next current block.
To enhance the overall ME accuracy, we adopt the local
search strategy into MCGCBPM. As we tested several local
search algorithms with MCGCBPM, two-step search in [10]
showed the best performance in terms of the PSNR
performance and computational complexity. In summary, we
propose the following MCGCBPM with two-step local
search, namely MCGCBPM-LS:
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AM2BT

MCW2BT
-LS

MCGCBPM
-LS

16×16

8×8

16×16

8×8

16×16

8×8

25.68
(23.95)
23.96
(56.76)
42.57
(0.57)
32.60
(3.26)
23.84
(37.24)
33.81
(2.82)
29.55
(7.85)
38.16
(0.59)
24.79
(35.79)
31.45
(11.37)
39.58
(1.18)
27.63
(19.10)
28.65
(10.61)
25.97
(22.36)
29.16
(17.64)
30.58
(7.33)
37.05
(3.05)
30.88
(15.38)

26.61
(13.80)
25.78
(16.13)
42.61
(0.63)
33.66
(1.95)
24.6
(15.79)
34.97
(1.29)
30.36
(4.77)
38.09
(0.67)
26.52
(11.76)
32.66
(4.18)
39.67
(0.85)
28.16
(8.45)
30.10
(4.08)
27.30
(9.05)
30.92
(5.29)
32.09
(2.92)
38.32
(1.38)
31.91
(6.06)

25.61
(10.65)
23.82
(11.90)
42.79
(3.61)
33.02
(12.17)
23.89
(9.93)
33.93
(11.77)
29.56
(9.92)
38.24
(7.91)
24.64
(10.84)
31.45
(17.55)
39.84
(11.73)
27.60
(9.87)
28.62
(11.79)
26.00
(11.38)
29.08
(4.59)
30.62
(6.91)
37.18
(5.53)
30.93
(9.87)

26.55
(12.11)
25.55
(12.18)
43.07
(4.47)
34.11
(13.72)
24.71
(11.73)
35.24
(13.68)
30.41
(11.42)
38.26
(9.82)
26.34
(11.91)
32.56
(17.66)
40.36
(13.38)
28.18
(11.64)
30.11
(12.77)
27.37
(12.18)
30.76
(4.33)
32.19
(8.56)
38.50
(6.64)
32.02
(11.07)

25.70
(6.63)
23.94
(7.32)
42.83
(2.49)
33.38
(7.31)
23.91
(6.10)
34.27
(7.45)
29.61
(6.37)
38.24
(5.09)
24.84
(6.72)
31.92
(10.74)
40.06
(7.14)
27.68
(6.17)
28.77
(7.16)
26.02
(6.90)
29.19
(3.01)
30.69
(4.27)
37.32
(3.58)
31.08
(6.14)

26.68
(7.46)
25.86
(7.40)
43.44
(2.91)
34.99
(8.11)
24.79
(6.98)
35.73
(8.46)
30.64
(7.13)
38.26
(6.05)
26.74
(7.17)
33.40
(10.67)
40.86
(7.94)
28.33
(7.02)
30.44
(7.59)
27.43
(7.33)
31.02
(2.80)
32.36
(5.24)
38.89
(4.16)
32.34
(6.73)

FSBMA
16×16

8×8

25.75

26.74

24.00

25.95

42.84

43.48

33.43

35.13

23.92

24.83

34.34

35.87

29.62

30.68

38.33

38.42

24.90

26.83

32.14

33.72

40.12

41.02

27.70

28.38

28.87

30.55

26.03

27.45

29.24

31.10

30.71

32.41

37.33

38.95

31.13

32.44

1) Calculate the values of NNMPgram,k (NTB ≤ k ≤ K-1)
as in (5).
2) Using (7), calculate the matching criteria of
TGCBPM, i.e., NNMPTGCBPM,K-1, NNMPTGCBPM,K-2, ∙∙∙,
and NNMPTGCBPM,NTB. And using (8), calculate the
matching
criteria
of
WTGCBPM,
i.e.,
NNMPWTGCBPM,K-1, NNMPWTGCBPM,K-2, ∙∙∙, and
NNMPWTGCBPM,NTB.
3) Find respective candidate motion vectors according
to the matching criteria calculated in 2).
4) Calculate SADs of candidate motion vectors and
declare the motion vector with the least SAD as the
predicted motion vector.
5) Do two-step search around the predicted motion
vector and find the best motion vector using SAD for
the current block.
6) Go to the next current block.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 2. Sample results for the “foreman” sequence when the motion block size is 16 × 16 and the search range is ±16. (a) Original frame, (b)
Reconstructed frame with the SAD based ME (PSNR = 30.48dB) (c) Reconstructed frame with the MCW2BT-LS ME (PSNR = 29.56dB), (d)
Reconstructed frame with TGCBPM with NTB = 5 (PSNR = 29.91dB), (e) Reconstructed frame with WTGCBPM with NTB = 5 (PSNR = 29.72dB), and
(f) Reconstructed frame with the proposed MCGCBPM-LS with NTB = 5 (PSNR = 30.36dB)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several experiments were carried out to compare the
performances of the proposed algorithms with 1BT [3], 2BT
[4], TGCBPM [7], WTGCBPM [8], AM2BT [10],
MCW2BT-LS [11], and the FSBMA. The first 100 frames
of 17 CIF (352 × 288) sequences (stefan, football, akiyo,
foreman, mobile, hall monitor, coastguard, container, bus,
dancer, mother and daughter, tempete, table tennis, flower,
children, paris, and news) are used as test sequences. All the
searching processes were in spiral order. For an efficient
calculation of SADs, we adopted a typical PDE algorithm
whose partial SAD order is 8.
A. Performance Evaluation
Table II shows the average PSNR results and the number
of SAD calculations (if available) per motion block of the
proposed MCGCBPM-LS compared with other ME
algorithms when NTB = 4. When the motion block size is
16×16 and the search range is ±16, we can see that the
proposed MCGCBPM -LS outperforms 1BT and 2BT based
ME by 1.17dB and 0.70dB, respectively. And since the
proposed MCGCBPM-LS takes only the advantages of
TGCBPM and WTGCBPM, we can expect that the
performance of the proposed algorithm will always be better
than TGCBPM and WTGCBPM based ME, and the table
shows that it is the case. Compared with AM2BT and
MCW2BT-LS, the proposed MCGCBPM-LS is better in
terms of both the PSNR performance and the computational
complexity. To be specific, for PSNR performance, the
proposed algorithm is better than AM2BT and MCW2BTLS by 0.20dB and 0.15dB, respectively. For computational
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complexity in terms of SAD computations, the proposed
MCGCBPM-LS requires 39.92% of AM2BT and 62.21% of
MCW2BT-LS. Compared with the performance with
FSBMA, FSBMA outperforms the proposed MCGCBPMLS by 0.05dB, which is very small. To be specific, for
sequences “akiyo”, “mobile”, “coastguard”, “tempete”,
“flower”, “paris”, and “news”, the PSNR performance
differences are within 0.03dB.
When the motion block size is 8×8 and the search range
is ±8, the PSNR performance differences between the
proposed MCGCBPM-LS and 1BT, 2BT, TCGBPM,
WTGCBPM, AM2BT, and MCW2BT-LS are more than
twice compared with the results when the motion block size
is 16×16. For computational complexity, the proposed
MCGCBPM-LS requires 60.79% of MCW2BT-LS in terms
of SAD computations. In contrast, the proposed
MCGCBPM -LS requires 11.06% more SAD computations
compared with AM2BT. However, since the PSNR
improvement of the proposed MCGCBPM-LS over AM2BT
is about 0.43dB, we presume that this slight computational
complexity increase is tolerable.
B. Visual Quality Evaluation
To compare the visual quality of the proposed algorithm
with other algorithms (TGCBPM, WTGCBPM, MCW2BTLS, and FSBMA), the reconstructed frames of “foreman” are
given in Figure 2. The motion block size is 16×16, the search
range is ±16, and NTB = 5. As can be seen from the figures,
many bad motion vectors are observed in the reconstructed
frames of TGCBPM and WTGCBPM resulting in annoying
visual quality. For MCW2BT-LS, some bad motion vectors
are seen in the reconstructed frames. However, in case of the
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proposed MCGCBPM-LS, bad motion vectors are reduced
significantly and its visual appearance is much more pleasing
and almost the same as that of the FSBMA, which can be
expected from the PSNR results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Low complexity ME algorithms based on the Gray-coded
BPM are proposed in this paper. By exploiting almost
identical operations among similar but different matching
error criteria, we can efficiently determine the respective
candidate motion vectors. Moreover, adopting multiple
candidate ME strategies into those candidate motion vectors
and two-step local searches around the best candidate motion
vector enhance the motion estimation accuracy substantially
with relatively small computational complexity increase.
Experiments were carried out for comparing the performance
of the proposed algorithms with other BPM based motion
estimation algorithms, and FSBMA as well. The proposed
MCGCBPM -LS outperforms all the other BPM based MEs
with negligible complexity increase. The PSNR difference
between the proposed MCGCBPM-LS and FSBMA is
within 0.05dB on average for NTB = 4.
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Abstract—In a visual radio scenario, where radio broadcast
is consumed on mobile devices (such as phones and tablets),
watching pictures as you listen, may improve information or
entertainment value of the programme. We assume that audio
enrichment through images can be useful to users when the
selection of images is semantically associated to the spoken
content. In this paper, we report about a user study to evaluate
the relevance of images selected automatically based on the
speech content of audio fragments (audio interviews in the Dutch
language). A total of 43 participants took part in the study. They
listened to a set of audio fragments and performed an image
rating task. In addition to that, we conducted a small follow-up
study with 3 participants to shed more light on the results of the
first study. We observed that merely keyword similarity between
image captions and speech fragments may not be a good predictor
for image relevance from a user viewpoint, and therefore we
speculate that taking topic of speech into account may improve
image relevance. Furthermore, from a user perspective on the
added value of audio enrichment with images, we learned that
the images should strengthen the understanding of audio content
rather than distracting the listeners. The insights gained in
the study will open room for further investigation of audio
enrichment through images and its effect on user experience.
Keywords–user evaluation study; linking audiovisual archives;
multimedia semantics; audio augmentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent times, as multimedia content has become increasingly easy to produce and process, technologies are
being developed to automatically enrich media with links to
additional information and create applications which access
the multimedia content. The idea is to provide new added
value services to consumers for information, education and
entertainment [1]. Advances in audiovisual content enrichment
techniques have generated interest in various domains like
class lectures [2] and meetings [3] [4]. One of the applications
- especially for audio enrichment - is the visual radio application, where the idea is to complement radio programmes
with additional information in various modalities (e.g., text,
images and videos) automatically. In this paper, we focus on
enrichment of audio programmes like radio interviews, by presenting topically related images (i.e., images that are somewhat
semantically associated with the speech), drawn automatically
from an image collection (see an example application in Figure
1). The images presented in the figure are selected on the basis
of the similarity between the keywords used to describe the
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Figure 1. A possible audio player interface showing images that are
annotated with the terms also occurring in the spoken content. Interface
source: Dutch Public Radio Broadcast platform (woord.nl).

image and keywords in the transcript of the audio fragment.
For example, the topic of the audio fragment can be determined
by a set of keywords like baas (Boss), driehoeksverhouding
(love triangle) and kwetsbaar (vulnerable). Images containing
these keywords in their description (caption, meta-data or
annotation) are selected as relevant images.
Audio enrichment through images may deliver a richer
experience for entertainment and provide additional visual
information on spoken content for listeners. For the selection
of images related to a speech fragment, typically a stringmatching approach is taken by comparing the content of the
speech transcript to the textual information of the image such
as keywords, caption and meta-data, etc., used to describe the
image. Generally, transcripts from speech are analyzed to extract knowledge from the speech in the form of named entities
[5]. Then these named entities are used as search terms to find
images from an image database collection. The relevance of
the image is determined by measuring the similarity between
the textual representation of the image and the search terms
using a document retrieval-based approach [6]. However, such
approaches developed for retrieval do not take into account
the other aspects surrounding the speech such as time-frame,
situations and topics. As a consequence they may not optimally
represent what is said in the audio programme. Furthermore,
context may play a crucial role to improve entertainment value
by enriching audio content with related images, since each
listener has different interests, values and preferences.
To gain some insight on the user perspective, and to
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understand image relevance for the presentation of images with
audio, we seek answers to the following questions:
1) Do users perceive (automatically selected) images as
an added value, when presented with audio content?
2) Is there any good predictor for the relevance of
images for a given speech content?
We hypothesize that for the decision of presenting an image
to a user, the content of the image should match with the topic
of the speech content in order to add value to visualization.
For example, if the speech is about “how-to” make “Italian
Tiramisu cake”, whereas an image presented to a user shows an
“Italian Pizza”, it will confuse the user because the topic is not
fully matched. To test our hypothesis, we conducted evaluation
studies, where we asked users to assess the relevance of images
with the speech content of audio fragments. We consider this
as a first step to develop our understanding of audio enrichment
with images from a user perspective.
In the following sections, we will discuss related work
on enrichment of various media (Section II), then we will
describe our evaluation studies and discuss their respective
results (Sections III and IV) and finally draw conclusions
concerning our questions (Section V).
II. R ELATED WORK
Presenting images in audio programmes is an instantiation
of what is generally called semantic linking, and which has
gained a lot of attention recently in the audiovisual content
retrieval and linking research community [7] [8] [9]. There
have been investigations about hyperlinking from text sources
[10] [11]. Among the latest work is semantic linking of Twitter
posts with related news articles to contextualize Twitter activities [12]. Text enrichment through linking of images has found
useful applications in multimodal question answering systems
[13] and learning scenarios [14]. Recent research towards
understanding the user perspective in image enrichment [15]
and audio enrichment is also reported in our previous work
[16]. Related work on video enrichment by linking additional
resources through semi-automatic methods for a news show
broadcast scenario is reported in the context of the LinkedTV
project [17]. In the direction of audio enrichment, there have
been studies on audiovisual chat conversation enrichment by
linking Flickr (www.flickr.com) images to the topic of conversation [18]. Furthermore, with the emergence of visual radio
applications, various techniques are deployed such as allowing
users to tag contents (comments or images) on the audio timeline through an interactive audio player [19].
Towards audio enrichment, we intend to expand our general
understanding of image relevance with speech content in audio
programmes. Here, we focus on automatically linking speech
content to related images - where a link connects an ‘anchor’
(information source) to a ‘target’ (information destination). In
a speech to images linking situation, we consider an anchor
as a spoken word or a phrase in an audio programme, such
as the name of a person, a topic, a place, an event, location,
etc., while a target can be topically related image drawn from
an image database. In practice, multiple links may be created
from an anchor to different target images.
III. I MAGE EVALUATION USER STUDY
We conducted an image evaluation user study where we
asked participants to listen to audio fragments and provided
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them with a set of (automatically selected) images from a
Dutch National Archive collection (www.gahetna.nl). Participants were asked to rate the suitability of the images according
to the information they heard in the audio fragments. In the
following section we describe the method of our study.
A. Participants
Forty three native Dutch people who were all able to
understand written and spoken Dutch participated in an online user study. Some of the participants were colleagues and
common friends but most of the participants were from the
general public, whom we found by visiting a public library in
the town. Some of them said that they frequently listen (2-3
times a week) to radio programmes via public radio broadcast.
We asked for their consent and emails to participate in the
study. Later, we sent them an email with a survey link to
participate in the study. Participants were between 25 and 67
years old (M = 44.7, SD = 16.2). Of the forty three participants,
twenty four were female and nineteen were male.
B. Materials
For the 43 participants who participated in the image
evaluation study, we randomly selected four short-duration
audio fragments (ranging from 2 to 5 minutes duration), from
a collection of marathon audio interviews. The interviews in
the audio were spoken in the Dutch language. The decision to
use short-duration fragments was taken for practical reasons
to keep study duration limited to 30 minutes. The audio
interviews are publicly available at the Dutch Public Radio
Broadcast platform. Furthermore, an image database collection
of the Dutch National Archive, containing over 14 million
historical images is used to find images relevant to Dutch audio
fragments. A total of 40 images from the collection were used
in the study. To draw images for a speech transcript, the images
were indexed using Lucene plugin (Apache LuceneTM ), based
on the keyword in captions and image descriptions. The search
were performed using Elasticsearch R to retrieve images whose
keyword meta-data match with the keyword in the transcript
of an audio fragment. Because the audio fragments varied
in speech content and duration (from 2 to 5 minutes), each
fragment was presented with a different number of images.
C. Rating task
All of the participants were asked to listen to each of
the 4 audio fragments in the same order. We informed the
participants that they could listen to the audio as many times
as they liked before moving to the next audio fragment. After
listening to each fragment, they had to rate on a 5-point likert
scale how familiar they were with the spoken content of the
audio fragment. Subsequently, for every fragment participants
were presented with a varying number of images together with
their captions. For fragment 1, they were presented with 14
images. For fragment 2, they were presented with 4 images.
For fragment 3, they were presented with 8 images and for
fragment 4, they were presented with 14 images, making a
total of 40 images for all 4 audio fragments. Furthermore, the
experiment interface was designed such that the participants
could listen to the fragment by clicking a play button on top of
the page, and then scroll down the page to see the images they
were asked to rate. The images were presented statically (all at
a time) according to the order in which speech was delivered
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TABLE I. RELEVANCE SCORES FOR ALL THE IMAGES ACCORDING
TO USER RATINGS.
Relevance score

% of user ratings

strongly disagree
disagree
neither agree nor disagree
agree
strongly agree

50%
40%
5%
2.9%
2.1%

in the audio fragment. For example, suppose if the speech
fragment says: “Obama visits Paris and meets the president
Hollande”, the image of Obama is placed before the image of
Hollande in the web interface.
For each image we asked the participants to provide a
rating, indicating to which extent they agree that there is a
match between the image and the speech fragment. The rating
was distributed on a 5-point likert scale of agreement (1 =
strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree;
4 = agree; and 5 = strongly agree).
D. Additional survey questionnaire
After the participants completed the image rating task for
all of the four audio fragments, we asked them to respond to
an additional survey questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted
of two statements to be rated on the same 5-point likert scale
for agreement, and two general questions on how frequently
they listened to Internet radio and if they used mobile devices
(phones, tablets, etc.,) for listening to Internet radio. The
statements we asked them to rate were (translated from Dutch):
(i) The content of the image should match with the topic of the
fragment. (ii) The images are still useful, even when the content
of the images does not match with the content of the speech.
Finally, we also provided an option for general feedback to
the participants about their perspective on combining audio
programmes with images.
E. Results of user responses
We analysed user rating responses from the likert-scale as a
total percentage of participants’ agreement with the relevance
of images for the speech fragment. The result is presented
in the Table I. From the result, we found that the overall
image relevance scores were very low. This suggests that the
selection algorithm did not perform well to select images that
user would find relevant. Furthermore, to know the agreement
among the participants, we computed inter-user agreements
using Krippendorff’s alpha [20], which was calculated using
the SPSS software and a macro. We found the value of
Krippendorff’s alpha (α) = 0.52, which is considered “fair
agreement” level.
For the results on the additional survey questionnaire, 88%
participants agreed that the content of the image should match
with the topic of the fragment. Whereas, only 6% agreed that
they may consider images useful even if the image content
mismatches with the topic of speech fragment. Furthermore,
concerning Internet radio: 23% listened several times per week,
6% listened 2-3 times per week, 18% listened once per week,
6% listened once per month, 12% listened less often and 35%
never listened to Internet radio. Concerning the use of device
for listening to audio, 50% responded that they used mobile
devices such as phones or iPads to listen to the Internet radio.
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Furthermore, we received some feedback concerning the user
perception on added value of images in audio programmes, as
some of the participants gave general feedback in the survey
questionnaire. Their responses suggest that generally the idea
of combining audio and visual modalities is interesting. However, the images should strengthen the understanding of audio
content rather than distracting the listeners.
F. Analysis of user ratings
As the results obtained from the image evaluation user
study showed low image relevance scores, we analysed the
caption of each image and compared it with the transcript of
the speech fragment where the image was presented. This gave
us an indication of whether the selected images are relevant to
the speech fragment.
To analyze all the images with their captions, we listed
the main keywords (for, e.g., named-entities) from the caption
of an image. Then we checked if the same keyword was
present in the speech fragment. If it was indeed the case,
and if the image appeared to be somewhat associated with
the speech fragment, we considered that image to be relevant
to the fragment. For example, there was a speech fragment
mentioning the keywords “Red Indian” (native Americans).
To enrich this fragment, the algorithm selected two images
with captions that had the keyword “Indian”. However, one
of the images showed a native American (caption containing
the words “Red Indian”), whereas the other image showed
soldiers from India during World War 2. Looking only at
the captions, both of the images may be considered relevant,
however, looking at the speech topic (aboutness of the speech
fragment), only the first image can be considered relevant to
the speech fragment.
We observed that the images matching the topic of a speech
fragment in our subjective analysis, were also the images that
were given higher relevance score in the user response study.
To shed light on our analysis, we conducted a small follow-up
study with three participants to assess the influence of image
caption. We assumed that an image without a caption may
or may not convey its relevance to the content of a speech
fragment. Whereas images together with their caption will
provide additional content information about the images, and
therefore, will be rated higher on relevance when the image
caption matches with the topic of a speech fragment. The study
is described in the following section.
IV. I NFLUENCE OF IMAGE CAPTION STUDY
We asked the raters to provide a relevance score between
an image and the speech fragment on the basis of: (i) image
only and (ii) image with caption.
A. Participants
We asked three native Dutch male participants, ranging in
age from 27 to 42 years old (M = 34.4, SD = 7.5) to participate
in the study. None of them were part of the image evaluation
user study described in the Section III.
B. Materials
For these 3 raters, we used the transcript of each of the
4 audio fragments from the first study and provided them
with the same 40 images for an assessment task. We decided
to use speech transcripts of the audio fragments so that the
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participants could clearly identify the spoken words, which
might have been misheard in listening to the audio fragment.

[2]

C. Tasks
Similar to the image evaluation user study, we presented
all the images to all the 3 raters in the same order for each
transcript of the audio fragment. However, here the task was
performed in two steps; (i) all the raters were asked to read
through a transcript of each of the audio fragments and then
they were asked to assess the images without caption, (ii)
after they had assessed the images, they were given the same
images with caption, and were asked to assess them again. The
instruction given was: “From the following images, which ones
do you think are suitable for the narrative”. Furthermore, we
instructed the raters to perform a binary assessment (choosing
either yes or no) for the images.

[3]

D. Results
The results of the study again show a low average relevance
score for the images. Only 10.5% of the images without
captions were considered relevant to the topic of the speech,
when measured on a binary scale. For the image with captions,
the relevance score was 17.5%. The difference between the
results suggests the influence of captions in providing additional information about the images. However, because of the
small sample size of the relevant images, the results remain
inconclusive. Furthermore, to know the agreement among the
participants, we computed the inter-rater reliability. We used
Fleiss’ kappa, which calculates the degree of agreement in
classification over that which would be expected by chance
[21]. We found the value of Fleiss’ kappa (κ) = 0.64, which
is considered as “substantial agreement” among the raters.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Our main observations from the evaluation studies are
that the overall relevance score for images is very low. We
found that merely the presence of similar keyword(s) in the
image caption and the speech content is not a good predictor
of image relevance. We found that only the images whose
caption and visual content appeared to be related to the topic
of the speech fragment were rated higher on relevance. This
suggests that taking into account the topic and other aspects of
speech may improve image relevance score. Furthermore, the
caption seems to help people see the relevance of an image. We
consider this study as a first step towards understanding audio
enrichment with images from a user viewpoint. The study
has given some insights on the relevance of images to speech
content. We noticed that the topic of speech plays an important
role for improving image relevance score. In future work, we
intend to further explore the user aspects on audio enrichment
and compare user experience with different modalities.
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Abstract— We propose a technology that can invisibly embed
information into the image of a real object captured with a
video camera. It uses illumination light that illuminates the
real object. The illumination light invisibly contains
information. As the illumination contains information, the
image of the object illuminated by such light also contains
information. Information in the light is produced by
modulating luminance according to the embedded pattern at
half-frame frequency. Frame images over a certain period are
added up after the sign of the even- or odd-numbered frames is
changed. Changes in brightness by modulation in each frame
are accumulated over the frames while the object image is
removed because the even and odd frames are opposite in sign.
This makes it possible to read out the embedded patterns. This
paper demonstrates the feasibility of information hiding from
our experimental results.
Keywords-information
brightness-modulated light.

I.

hiding;

digital

watermarking;

INTRODUCTION

Information hiding or data embedding technologies
have recently been studied and used in various
applications. Although conventional information hiding
technologies hide information into digital data, we have
studied a technique that does not hide information in
digital data but conceals it on the surface of a real object
[1]–[3]. The main purpose of this technique is to protect the
portrait rights of real objects that are highly valued as
portraits such as those in celebrated paintings in museums.
The technique we propose uses illumination light for the
real objects. This light invisibly contains certain
information. Since the illumination contains information,
the captured images of real objects illuminated by such
light also contain information as watermarks. Although
we studied this technique for still images, the need for
these kinds of techniques for moving images has recently
been increasing because taking moving images at any
time and from anywhere has recently become easier for
everyone than ever before because of the widespread use
of smart phones that have video cameras built into them.
The main purpose of our study was to develop the
same technique for moving pictures captured with video
cameras as that for still images. We propose a technique
using temporally and spatially illumination-modulated
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light for moving images. We demonstrated the feasibility
of this technique experimentally in this study by using
actual moving images captured with a video camera that
solved problems that arise in practical use, such as
asynchronicity between video cameras and projectors.
II.

HIDING AND READING OUT INFORMATION

Figure 1 illustrates the basic configuration for the
technique we present in this paper. It uses a kind of
projector as a light source to illuminate the real object by
projecting light whose luminance is temporally and spatially
modulated. The embedded pattern is binary image and it is
embedded in the projected light by increasing (decreasing)
luminance in the patterned area by slight degree dB from the
averaged value for odd- (even-) numbered frames. The
amplitude of modulation, dB, is too small for human vision
to perceive. Since the luminance of the light projected onto
the object is modulated, the brightness of the captured
image of the object is also modulated, although it is
invisible. Because dB is so small, it is difficult to read out
the embedded pattern from a single frame image. Therefore,
frame images over certain periods are added up after the
sign of the brightness in even- or odd-numbered frames is
changed. Because the sign of every other frame is changed,
the changes in brightness by modulation in each frame are
accumulated over the frames. However, the background
image is removed because the brightness of even and odd
Information to be embedded

ID: 2016.2
Encoding into
invisible pattern

Light source
Light
ID: 2016.2
Read out from
image

Captured image

Camera
(Smartphone)

Real object

Figure 1. Basic configuration of technology.
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frames cancels one another out. As a result, the embedded
patterns become visible and it is then possible to read them
out.
This technique presupposes that the captured image and
projected image are synchronized. However, they are not
actually synchronized, especially in phase. If the phase is
shifted near 90 degrees in the worst case, the brightness of
the modulated pattern is cancelled and cannot be added up
since a frame of the image is captured across two frames of
the projected moving image. To solve this problem, we
propose a method where luminance is modulated at half
frequency of the frame frequency of the projector that
produces two groups of added up images; the first is
produced by only adding up odd-numbered frames and the
second is produced by only adding up even-numbered
frames. The frames of captured image do not go across the
two frames of projected images whose signs of dB are
opposite by doing this, at least for one of these two frames.
Therefore, it becomes possible to read out the embedded
pattern by choosing the one with the largest contrast.
III.

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted experiment to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. We only embedded
information in blue component images to enhance
invisibility. We embedded simple pattern, characters, and
quick response (QR) code. We used A1 size printed color
images as real objects. We used a projector that had 1280 x
1024 pixels to project light that contained the invisible
pattern. The brightness of the light was 200 except for the
pattern embedded region where brightness was modulated
with amplitude of dB, which was changed up to 20 as an
experimental parameter. These figures indicate the gray scale
value of which maximum is 255. The image of the object
projected the light modulated with invisible pattern was
captured with video camera that had 1280 x 720 pixel as a
color video image.
We also evaluated the invisibility of the embedded
information through subjective tests when it was in the light
and captured images.
IV.

RESULTS

The results from the experiments revealed that invisible
patterns could be read out for dB of over four and when the
number of frames (NF) added up to over 20. Figure 2(a)
shows an example of the pattern to be hidden, Figure 2(b)
has the brightness distribution of the projected light
modulated by the pattern, Figure 2(c) has the image of the
real object projected by the modulated light, and Figure 2(d)
has the read out pattern. The conditions in this example were
that dB was 20, NF was 30, and the size of the embedded
characters in the original image was 20 pt. It can be seen in
Figure 2 that the hidden pattern of the characters cannot be
seen on the real object; however, it can be seen by summing
up the frame images, although noise is seen in the
background.
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(a)

(c)

Hidden pattern

(b)

Image of real object
projected by modulated light

(d)

Projected light

Read out pattern

Figure 2. Example of hidden pattern and read out pattern.

We found with regard to invisibility that for dB of under
10, the embedded pattern could not be seen either in the light
or captured images and for dB of 20, we saw the flicker in
the embedded pattern area although pattern could not be seen.
These results indicated that there were conditions where both
the invisibility and readability of the patterns were
simultaneously satisfied although we have to remove the
flicker in future.
V.

CONCLUSION

We proposed a new technique for information hiding in
real object images captured with a video camera using
brightness-modulated light as illumination for the real object.
Although the changes in brightness with this technique by
modulation in each frame are too small to be visible, they
become visible when they are accumulated over the frames.
We conducted experiments and the results from these
revealed that invisible hidden patterns could be read out, as
we had expected. We intend to remove the noise in
background and flicker in the embedded pattern region in
future work.
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Abstract— This paper is proposing a new watermarking
approach which is robust to the AD / DA (from Analog to
Digital, or from Digital to Analog) conversion attack, and
especially strong against print-scan attack. The new algorithm
is designed to be robust for the RST (Rotation, Scaling and
Translation) attack and AD/DA attack in order to be used in
print-scan applications. The proposed algorithm makes the 12
circular digital signal templates in the frequency domain and
shifts them circularly according to the watermark information
to be embedded. In order to extract watermark, we use a
method to calculate the correlation between the extracted
patterns and reference patterns. As a result, our new
watermark approach was robust against color print & scan
attack on a paper, with 600 dpi color printer, with watermark
detection rate of 83.5% in a normal condition room, and 81%
in a normal outdoor condition while detection rate was 45% on
a monitor display & scan attack case. The difference of
detection rates was not large between indoor and outdoor
environments.
Keywords- Image; Watermark; RST; AD/DA; Circular shift.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image watermark algorithm has been used to protect
copyrights of digital image content. This digital content can
be distributed with embedding watermarks in it and the
watermark information can be extracted on the receiver side
to recognize the first downloader information or to know the
copyright information of the digital image content
[1][2][3][7][9]. In addition to this, two informative use cases,
the watermark algorithm is recently used to inform
subsidiary information of digital image contents.
Image watermark techniques are classified as spatial
domain based methods and frequency domain based
methods, according to the region of watermark embedding.
In the spatial domain based method, the image watermark is
embedded by using pixel information of the digital image.
The advantage of this method is speed of embedding. It can
be relatively fast because a watermark signal is embedded in
a spatial domain directly. Because watermark extraction can
happen from spatial domain directly, the extracting speed is
also fast. Because of those advantages, many of image
watermark techniques are using the spatial domain based
method. However, this method is known for its weakness in
attack cases, such as compression (encoding) attacks. In
addition, this technique has a characteristic that it should
know where the watermark information starts in a digital
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image to extract the watermark information. For example,
there is a spread spectrum method, which is one of the
famous methods in the spatial domain based approach, and
one of its disadvantages is that sync signal should be used to
know the exact starting point of the embedded watermark
[4]. M. Kutter tried to solve this problem with a new method
which adds an additional watermark pattern, beside a
message watermark, to detect this sync signal against RST
attack [5][6]. The disadvantage of this method was that the
performance of recover logic against RST attack affects a lot
the overall performance of the image watermark algorithm.
The other image watermark technique is when the image
watermark is embedded in the frequency domain. There have
been several different frequency transformation ways for this
approach, such as DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform), DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform), and DWT (Discrete Wavelet
Transform). In the frequency domain based method, before
embedding the watermark, the pixel information of the
image goes through the frequency domain transformation
stages. After that, the watermark information is embedded on
the image by using the frequency coefficient information
which is the output of the transformation. The advantage of
this method is that specific properties of various frequency
transformation methods can be used. Furthermore, in lossy
compression, such as JPEG or MPEG, various kinds of
frequency transformation methods are basically used already
to remove information redundancy for improving the
efficiency of the compression. Because of this, the
watermark embedding method in frequency domain has
characteristics that make the robust watermarking approach a
relatively easily technique against compression attacks.
In this paper, the proposed watermark method embeds
the watermark signal on the frequency domain. DFT is used
for the frequency transformation method. This method has a
feature which stores the watermark information distributed
over several pixels in the spatial domain, without making a
huge distortion in specific pixels even if the watermark is
embedded strongly in the frequency domain. In addition, by
designing the watermark embedding pattern to be in
regardless of the starting point of digital image, this approach
could prove to be strong against cropping attacks. In this
paper, the robustness of this method is proved by extracting
the image watermark through taking pictures with digital
cameras of mobile smartphones.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, the circular shift watermark algorithm is explained. We
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give details on both the watermark embedding method and
also the watermark extraction method. In Section 3, several
tests are conducted in order to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. We conclude the paper in Section 4.
II.

CIRCULAR SHIFT WATERMARK

In this paper, to embed the watermark, the method sets
the standard pattern in frequency domain plane by using
template and shifts circularly the pattern according to
watermark information.
Figure 1 shows the example of circular shift with angle
(θ) of a specific pattern. The moving phase with angle (θ) for
minimum basic unit, 1, is different according to the
watermark payload amount for one specific pattern. Equation
(1) shows the level value to embed x bits of information in
the pattern. When the watermark information is increased by
1, the phase angle moves by ∆ , as shown in equation (2).
level = 2x

∆ = /

(1)

Figure 2. Example of embedding watermark in frequency plane

(2)

A. Embedding Watermark
Figure 3 shows the order of embedding the watermark.

Figure 1. Watermark embedding method using Circular Shift

Figure 2 shows an example of embedded watermarks by
producing multiple reference patterns.

Figure 3. Order of watermark embedding

1) First, when the watermark embedding algorithm is
started, a watermark message data and secret key are
received as inputs, and a watermark embedding pattern data
is generated based on the inputs.
2) In 1), based on the produced pattern, the watermark
pattern is produced in order to be embedded in the original
digital images with watermark embedding data.
3) The input digital image is transformed to frequency
domain data by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform).
4) On the frequency domain of 3), the watermark pattern
from 2) is embedded.
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5) By using Inverse FFT, the image in the frequency
domain is transformed into the image in the spatial domain.
6) To ensure the invisibility of embedded watermark, the
strength of watermark is adjusted by using the visual
masking method.

5) The embedded data are decoded by using the local
maximum value of cross-correlation.

To extract the watermark, the correlation value between
the reference pattern of each frequency and the extracted
signal from each frequency band is calculated. The
Equation (3) shows the visual masking method.
maximum value is selected and the phase value on the point
is measured, then the watermark is extracted using the
=
∙
+ (1 −
)∙
(3) measured value. To calculate the correlation value between
signals of circular form in frequency domain, a polar
transformation is used to change them to a 1 dimension array
Here,
of the same size.
WI : the watermark embedded digital image
The basic geometry of polar mapping is shown in Figure
maskoffset : [0.0 – 1.0], if the value is closer to 0, the
5.
Equally
spaced concentric circles are drawn centered at
image is closer to the original one.
the image center, and a number of equally spaced sectors are
I: Original image
drawn. Pixels at the points of intersection of these circles and
: The final image after watermark embedding
radial lines are plotted on a rectangular grid, and the
resulting image is a polar view. In a log polar mapping, the
radii of the concentric circles vary on a logarithmic scale
B. Extracting Watermark
[10][11].
Figure 4 shows the order of extracting the watermark.

Figure 5. Comparison between rectangular coordinate system and polar
coordinate system

Descartes coordinate plane:
=

Polar coordinate plane:

Figure 4. Order of extracting watermark

1) The watermark embedded image is transformed to
frequency domain by FFT.
2) By using polar mapping, the angle component of the
image is translated to horizontal axis value and the radius
component of the image is transformed to vertical axis value.
3) The reference pattern is generated with the key which
is used for watermark embedding.
4) The cross-correlation value is calculated between the
reference pattern in 3) and the value in 2)
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, where

III.

= r,

=

+

(4)

+

,

=θ

= arctan( )

(5)

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Watermarks could hardly be extracted when a previous
watermark algorithms, which is based on spread spectrum in
spatial domain, was used for a robustness test against
DA/AD conversion attack of Print-Scan method [5][12].
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TABLE 1. TEST ENVIRONMENTS

Test components

TABLE 2. CAPTURE ENVIRONMENTS

Settings

Resolution

1024x1024

Printer

HP Color LaserJet4650

Camera

Samsung galaxy S4

Message bit size

66bit

PSNR

36.21dB

SSIM

0.95162

Resolution

Object

Place
(experiment
environment)

1280x720

Monitor
(resolution:
1920x1080)

Indoor

2M pixels (1920
x1080 included)

Prints(color/resolution
: 600 dpi)

Indoor/outdoor

Figure 6 shows the digital images which are used for
tests. The test digital images are globe image, landscape, and
video color bar image.

For a performance test of our algorithm, we proceeded by
taking photographs in several different environments. Table
1 shows the basic test environment. The resolution of
original digital image is 1024 X 1024. The printer is HP
Color LaserJet 4650 for image printing. The camera is
Samsung Galaxy S4 to take pictures. 66 bits of watermark
payload are embedded and extracted from the taken pictures.
The watermark payload does not include any error correction
or error detection code.
To evaluate the visual quality of the watermark
embedded image, PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and
SSIM (Structured Similarity Index Measure) are calculated.
o PSNR – Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio :

, ℎ

=

= 10 ∙

(

1

)

(6)

[ ( , ) − ( , )]

o SSIM – Structured Similarity Index Measure
( , )=

(

(

, ℎ
=(
) ,
= ℎ
= 0.01,

)(

)(

=(

= 0.03

)

)

(7)

)

ℎ

For taking pictures, Samsung Galaxy S4 is used. Table 2
shows the test conditions of: picture resolution, picture
object, and picture place. Two image resolutions of
1280x720 and 1920x1080 are used. The output resolution for
rendering in monitor is 1920x1080. In the case of printing
papers, a color printer with 600 dpi is used. In capturing
from a monitor, only indoor light condition is target for test.
However, in capturing from the printed papers, both indoor
light and outdoor light are used for the test.
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Figure 6. Digital images used for tests

Figure 7 shows the example of extracting the watermark
process: (a) is the result of 2 dimension FFT of the input
digital image. To embed 66 bits, a total of 12 circular
patterns are used with 11 patterns for message and 1 pattern
for reference (b) shows 3 dimensional picture which renders
the result of the cross correlation between the reference
pattern and entire image values. It shows that the locations of
maximum peak for phase are different according to the
watermark information (c) shows the changes of maximum
correlation values according to radius changes (d) shows the
correlation value with the reference pattern.
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(c) Indoor capture of monitor
Figure 8. Example of the captured images in test

Figure 7. Example of extracting watermark

Figure 8 shows the captured image for watermark
detection tests (a) is the camera captured image of the printed
paper with watermark embedded in indoor environment (b)
is the camera captured image of the printed paper with
watermark embedded in outdoor environment (c) is the
camera captured image of monitor screen with watermark
embedded in indoor environment.

Table 3 shows the test results to compare the
performance of the proposed and spread spectrum method.
The spread spectrum method was implemented by Kutter’s
method [5][6]. Success cases indicate no-error extraction
cases with 66 bit data size.
The performance of the algorithm is tested with the
captured images of monitor and captured images of the
printed images.
When the watermarked digital image is displayed
through indoor monitor, the results of extraction rate of same
resolution capture is 32% and with 720p resolution is 58%.
In the case of 600 dpi color printed on paper, extraction
rate of 1920x1080 resolution is 83% and with 720p is 84% in
indoor cases. In the outdoor case, those were 81% and 79%
for 1080p and 720p cases respectively.
TABLE 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Test

(a) Indoor capture of printed paper

Environment

Proposed
Result(Succes
s cases/entire
tries, extract
rate)

Spread
spectrum
Method

Indoor
print

Color printed in 600 dpi,
Captured resolution :
1920x1080

Indoor
print

Color printed in 600 dpi,
Captured resolution :
1280x720

84/100

0/100

(84%)

(0%)

Outdoor
print

Color printed in 600 dpi,
Captured resolution :
1920x1080

83/100

0/100

(83%)

(0%)

Outdoor
print

Color printed in 600 dpi,
Captured resolution :
1280x720

79/100

0/100

(79%)

(0%)

Indoor
monitor

Monitor resolution :
1920x1080,
Captured
resolution : 1920x1080

16/50

3/100

(32%)

Indoor

Monitor

29/50

83/100
(83%)

0/100
(0%)

(b) Outdoor capture of printed paper
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resolution:

(3%)

2/100
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monitor

1920x1080,
Captured
resolution : 1280x720

IV.

(58%)

(2%)

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a strong watermark method against AD/DA
transformation is proposed. In previous watermark algorithm
approach in spatial domain, there is a disadvantage that the
algorithm is weak at prints-scan attacks, which is one very
strong AD/DA attack. Our algorithm is proposed to
overcome this disadvantage and can be extracted regardless
of RST attack. This is implemented through a method that
generates a reference template watermark pattern in the
frequency domain, and extracts watermark using maximum
peak location by calculating the correlation between
reference pattern and the extracted pattern from the
watermarked image.
For evaluating the performance of the algorithm, tests were
performed by capturing monitor output and printed images
and extracting of watermarks. In the case of monitor output,
our algorithm achieved 45% extraction rate on average. In
the case of 600dpi color printer, the extraction rate is 83.5%
in indoor case, and 81% in outdoor case. Because those
results are without error correction mechanisms, we can
expect higher extraction rates if we apply it in the future. The
performance of proposed algorithm is affected by the capture
angle. Further research is required in this area.
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Abstract— We evaluated our previously proposed technique to
protect copyrights of digital data for 3-D printing. The
technique embeds copyright information into not only digital
data but also fabricated objects and enables the information to
be reads to reveal possible copyright violations. In this study,
copyright information was embedded into low infill density
objects by constructing their inside with high infill density
areas, and thermography was used for readout. An experiment
was conducted to examine whether high infill density areas can
be recognized from thermal images. The results indicated that
they can be. We demonstrated that our technique is applicable
to low infill density objects.
Keywords-digital fabrication; 3-D printing; 3-D printer;
copyright; digital watermarking.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3-D) printers have become popular
with consumers. People who have 3-D printers can easily
fabricate products by simply obtaining the digital data for 3D printing. Hence, many people believe that 3-D printers
will change the ways in which manufacturing and physical
distribution will be carried out in the near future [1] [2].
However, such benefits of 3-D printers mean that anyone
can easily manufacture bootleg products if he or she abuses
digital data for 3-D printing. Such copyright violations will
obviously cause serious economic damage. Thus, techniques
to protect the copyrights of digital data for 3-D printing are
essential for the healthy development of markets for 3-D
printers.
Although techniques to prevent illegal copying or illegal
printing are of course important to protect the copyrights of
digital data for 3-D printing [3]–[6], techniques to divulge
such violations are additionally crucial in cases in which
these violations occur. Digital watermarking is common to
all kinds of digital data to disclose copyright violations;
however, conventional techniques can only embed
watermarks into digital data but not into actual objects
fabricated with 3-D printers. Copyright information needs to
be embedded into fabricated objects so that the information
can be read to reveal any violations. For example, when a
company that is not allowed to use digital data held by the
copyright holder is selling illegally fabricated objects, the
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copyright holder can expose the company by detecting the
copyright information embedded into the sold objects and
can assert his or her just rights. Thus, techniques to reveal
copyright violations, i.e., techniques to embed copyright
information into fabricated objects and have the information
be readable, are essential to protect the copyrights of digital
data for 3-D printing.
We have previously proposed a technique to embed
copyright information into fabricated objects and to have that
information be readable and demonstrated its feasibility [7]
[8]. With this technique, the inside of objects is constructed
with small areas, which have physical characteristics that are
different from the areas surrounding them, to embed the
information. These small areas are detected using
nondestructive inspections, such as X-ray photography or
thermography, to reveal the embedded information. Our
previous studies demonstrated that information embedded
with small cavities inside objects can be read. Thus,
information can feasibly be embedded into objects and be
read.
Although we have evaluated our technique using objects
fabricated with high infill density, i.e., 100% [7] [8], objects
with low infill density are often fabricated for practical use.
For example, when users want to save time or materials, they
fabricate objects with low infill density. In our previous
studies, we embedded copyright information into high infill
density objects with small cavities inside because they did
not have any other empty spaces; however, low infill density
objects have many empty spaces inside, and embedding the
information into them is difficult. Thus, methods applicable
to low infill density objects are required for practical use
with our technique.
This paper presents a method of applying our technique
to low infill density objects. In Section 2, we first describe
the basic concept of the technique and the principle of the
methods previously applied to high infill density objects then
describe the principle of our method for low infill density
objects. In Section 3, we describe the methodology, explain
the results, and provide discussion of an experiment to
evaluate the feasibility of our method. In Section 4, we
conclude the paper.
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II.

OUR TECHNIQUE AND ITS APPLICATION TO LOW
INFILL DENSITY OBJECTS

Figure 1 is an illustration showing the basic concept of
our technique. Digital data for 3-D printing are created with
3-D modeling software, such as 3-D CAD, and copyright
information is embedded into the data. When actual objects
are fabricated using the data, the information embedded into
the data is also embedded into the objects. This information
is made readable using nondestructive inspection, such as Xray photography or thermography, which enable the
detection of copyright violations, such as making bootleg
products. Thus, the copyrights of digital data for 3-D printing
are protected by embedding copyright information into not
only digital data but also fabricated objects for readability.
Figure 2 is an illustration showing the principle of our
technique. In our previous studies, copyright information,
which was expressed using ASCII, was encoded with small
cavities inside high infill density objects [7] [8]. For example,
the existence and nonexistence of cavities at certain positions
were represented as “0” and “1,” respectively (see Figure 2A). The objects, which had cavities inside them, were heated

using electric equipment, such as halogen lamps, and the
surface temperature of the objects was measured using
thermography (see Figure 2-B). The surface temperature at
positions where the cavities existed became higher than that
at other positions because the cavities blocked thermal flow
(see Figure 2-B). Previous studies demonstrated that the
existence or nonexistence of cavities can be detected from
thermal images and that the embedded information can be
decoded from the detected cavities [7] [8]. Thus,
thermography can feasibly be used to read copyright
information embedded into high infill density objects by
constructing their insides with small cavities.
However, because low infill density objects have many
empty spaces inside, the aforementioned method cannot be
applied. For example, the low infill density objects shown in
Figure 3 have a honeycomb structure inside, and each space
inside the honeycomb is empty. If we embed copyright
information into such objects with small cavities inside and
heat them, the surface temperature in the cavities would not
differ from other positions because not only the cavities but
also the empty spaces would block thermal flow. Thus, other
methods are required for applying our technique to low infill
density objects.
We present a method for embedding copyright
information into low infill density objects and having that
information be readable. Figure 4 is an illustration showing
the principle of this method. Copyright information
expressed using ASCII is encoded with high infill density
areas, i.e., pillars, inside low infill density objects. The

Figure 3. Photographs of inside low infill density objects.
Figure 1. Illustration showing basic concept of our technique.

Figure 2. Illustration showing principle of our technique.
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Figure 4. Illustration showing principle of method for applying our
technique to low infill density objects.
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existence and nonexistence of the pillars is represented as “0”
and “1,” respectively. The objects are heated, and the surface
temperature is measured using thermography. The surface
temperature at the positions where the pillars exist becomes
higher than that of the other positions because the pillars do
not block thermal flow, even though empty spaces do. The
existence or nonexistence of pillars is detected from thermal
images, and the embedded information is decoded from the
detected pillars. Thus, copyright information is embedded
into low infill density objects by constructing their inside
with high infill density areas and the information is made
readable using thermography.
III.

EXPERIMENT

A. Methodology
An experiment was conducted to examine whether high
infill density areas, i.e., pillars, inside low infill density
objects can be recognized from thermal images. The
recognition rate was calculated using the following equation:
N
(1)
Rrecognition (%) = detected ×100 ,
N embedded
where the Rrecognition is the recognition rate, the Nembedded is the
number of existing or non-existing pillars used to embed
copyright information, and Ndetected is the number of existing
or non-existing pillars correctly detected. The Ndetected was

determined by analyzing thermal images of two test samples,
which were fabricated from black polylactic acid filament
using a fused deposition modeling 3-D printer, i.e., a
MakerBot Replicator. The first test sample had 1% infill
density, and the second test sample had 10% infill density
(see Figure 5). Each test sample had four arrays of pillars,
and each array corresponded to each of four conditions: two
conditions of pillar size (1 and 2 mm) × two conditions of
space between the pillars (1 and 2 mm) (see Figure 6). In an
analysis of the thermal images, a still image was extracted
from a video image for each frame, and each still image was
binarized using adaptive thresholding [9]. A logical
disjunction among binarized images was calculated for each
position where copyright information was embedded, and
Ndetected was defined as the number of positions where the
logical disjunction accorded with the existing or non-existing
pillar. The thermal images were taken using Testo 875. Two
halogen lamps, positioned at 16 cm and 60 degrees left and
right, were used to heat the test samples. In each trial of
taking the thermal images, the test samples were first heated,
then the lamps were turned off. The test samples were then
cooled to their initial temperature. The thermal images from
turning the lamps off were used for the analysis. Thus, the
recognition of high infill density areas inside low infill
density objects from thermal images was examined by
calculating the recognition rate.

（A）

(B)
Figure 5. Photographs of inside test samples. (A) Inside of test sample
whose infill density was 1%. (B) Inside of test sample whose infill density
was 10%. Note that test samples actually used in experiment were black.
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Figure 6. Schematic of test samples. (A) Array of pillars under 1-mm size ×
1-mm space condition. (B) Array of pillars under 2-mm size × 1-mm space
condition. (C) Array of pillars under 1-mm size × 2-mm space condition.
(D) Array of pillars under 2-mm size × 2-mm space condition.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 7. Results of thermal images of test samples. (A) Thermal image of test sample whose infill density was 1%. (B) Thermal image of test sample whose
infill density was 10%.
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF THE RECOGNITION RATE (%)
Infill density
1%
Size
1 mm
Space
1 mm 2 mm
100
100

10%
Size

2 mm
Space
1 mm 2 mm
100
100

1 mm
Space
1 mm 2 mm
88
100

2 mm
Space
1 mm 2 mm
96
100

B. Results and Discussion
Figure 7 shows the thermal images, and Table 1
summarizes the recognition rate. All four arrays were
completely recognized under the 1% condition, and the two
arrays with the 2-mm space were completely recognized
under the 10% condition. These results suggest that
copyright information can be embedded into low infill
density objects by constructing their inside with high infill
density areas and be readable using thermography. Thus, our
technique can feasibly be applied to low infill density objects.
IV.

CONCLUSION

We evaluated our technique to protect copyright
information of digital data for 3-D printing. This technique
embeds copyright information into low infill density objects
by using our method of constructing their inside with high
infill density areas and makes the information readable using
thermography. We conducted an experiment to examine
whether high infill density areas inside low infill density
objects can be recognized from thermal images. The results
indicated that they can be. Thus, we demonstrated that our
technique is feasible.
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